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ABSTRACT 
 

Incidental Phrasal Verb Acquisition through Second Language Reading 
 

Amanda Hare 
 
 
 Phrasal verbs are given focused attention by students, teachers and textbooks alike 

as being difficult to acquire but important for language learners to have some mastery 

over. This study examined the effectiveness of incidentally acquiring phrasal verbs and 

one-word verbs through second language reading with post-reading discussion activities. 

To my knowledge, except Bishop (2004), no other study has compared the acquisition of 

formulaic sequences with one-word items. The treatment involved reading eight one-page 

mystery stories with the targets built in for eight incidental written encounters; each story 

was followed by a discussion period to solve the mystery. During discussion students 

were able to ask for word meanings or generatively use the targets (both labeled as 

!negotiation"). All discussions were recorded and later analyzed. Measures administered 

after treatment found eight unique textual exposures plus discussion lead to gains that 

were significant for phrasal verbs and one-word verbs alike. Differences in mean learning 

gains for the two types of verb were not statistically significant. Negotiation was able to 

predict both accurate and inaccurate learning; the inaccurate learning may have 

represented false confidence gained through negotiation; hence teachers need to be sure 

the correct meaning of target words are acquired through discussion. Recommendations 

for future research and pedagogical implications are also included. Overall, phrasal verbs 

may not be as difficult to learn as previously thought; in this study, they were learned as 

effectively as one-word verbs through eight or more incidental exposures through reading 

with negotiation. 
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Incidental Phrasal Verb Acquisition through Second Language Reading 

Introduction 
Two personal experiences are the motivating forces behind this study on learning 

phrasal verbs through reading.  

Why phrasal verbs? First, phrasal verbs receive special attention by students and 

teachers alike. It is likely that any language teacher can attest to a ubiquitous interest in 

phrasal verbs among students, regardless of nationality and level of English ability. In 

addition, textbooks, dictionaries, websites and teacher training courses have all devoted 

particular attention to this kind of lexical item.  

Several instances have highlighted the importance of phrasal verbs during my 

English as a Second Language (ESL) career. Since I began tutoring during my 

undergraduate degree until the present as a trained professional, students have 

consistently expressed a burning interest in learning and mastering phrasal verbs in order 

to sound more natural when they speak English. During my Teaching English as a 

Second Language (TESL) teacher training, phrasal verbs were given special attention 

during the pedagogical grammar course, attention which has been reflected in almost 

every grammar and classroom )e=)133k(:"?e(&+n4e(43n&$2)ed@(The pattern of interest 

became undeniably apparent when my phrasal verb course, at a school for international 

students in Toronto, was repeatedly filled to capacity. Upon moving to Japan to teach 

English, the same phenomenon appeared: students were equally interested in learning and 

mastering phrasal verbs to make their spoken and written English appear more native-

like. 
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The ubiquitous attention to the unassuming phrasal verb sparked my interest in 

doing this thesis to explore the nature of phrasal verbs and how students can better learn 

and master their use.  

Why reading?  Reading in another language has been extensively explored in 

second language acquisition (SLA) research, including the amount of lexis needed to 

understand a written text. The misunderstanding that can arise for a learner when crucial 

lexical items are unknown was highlighted to me in a grade ten French class. A single 

lexical item caused me to misunderstand a few lines of text in a short reading exercise 

resulting in an inability to answer the corresponding question. While it did not have a 

large impact on my grade, the frustration of this event has stayed with me and, in some 

way, has motivated my studies in vocabulary acquisition, particularly with phrasal verbs. 

When students encounter a new two- or three-part phrasal verb occurring adjacently, are 

they able to identify the verb and particle(s) as one unit? If the phrasal verb has been split 

by a long clause, is the student able to connect the separated verb and particle?  How do 

students make this connection? Since phrasal verbs are always such an interest for 

students, what are the best ways to teach them? These are questions motivating the 

following thesis. 

 Having a strong belief in the role reading plays in increasing input of the target 

language and helping students to strengthen their vocabulary, I felt a natural inclination to 

explore whether or not reading can help learners acquire phrasal verbs and to what extent.   

The following review of relevant literature will explore the role of reading, with 

particular focus on the acquisition of vocabulary, in SLA. First, several theories will be 

outlined. Then I will look at the effectiveness of incidental and intentional learning 
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techniques for acquiring vocabulary. This is followed by a discussion of issues in 

vocabulary learning through reading including: intensive vs. extensive reading, breadth 

vs. depth of vocabulary knowledge, and frequency findings. The final section of the 

literature review will examine formulaic sequences and phrasal verbs. As will be seen, 

the evidence presented for incidental vocabulary acquisition gives reason to believe 

phrasal verbs can also be learned in this manner, but little experimental evidence exists to 

support this notion. In addition, no studies were found exploring the role of reading-

related activities on incidental phrasal verb acquisition. The goal of this research is to 

address these important gaps.  

Following the literature review are sections outlining the methodology of an in-

class experiment designed to explore the second language 2earner&"(a4A$+&+)+3n(of phrasal 

verbs through reading a set of short mystery stories. Details of the pilot study which 

contributed to planning the research are also provided. 
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Chapter 1: Review of Literature 

Four theories relevant to incidental lexical acquisition begin the literature review. 

T*e(B+r&)()*e3r6C(Da/6"&(EeBa$2)(;6#3)*e&+&C(+&(1a&ed(3n(re&ear4*(+n?32?+n/(B+r&)(2an/$a/e(

FGHI(?34a1$2ar6(a4A$+&+)+3n(43n)e=)&@(T*e(ne=)()*ree()*e3r+e&(d+&4$&&edC(9ra&*en"&(:n#$)(

;6#3)*e&+&C(JKa+n"&(L$)#$)(;6#3)*e&+&C(and(G3n/"&(:n)era4)ion Hypothesis, deal 

specifically with second language (L2) learning contexts. Each is reviewed with respect 

to how it informs the research. 

Theory 1: The Default Position 

 SLA studies of vocabulary learning have leaned on L1 studies as both a jumping 

off point and a point of comparison. It is now known that the processes used by children 

and adults to learn are different due to factors such as working memory capacity and 

background knowledge as a framework for new information. The question of how native 

speakers and second language speakers acquire language is very pertinent, especially 

applied to reading, since reading is known to be one of the best ways to acquire 

vocabulary, and vocabulary is the fundamental building block of any language.   

Nagy, Herman and Anderson (1985) explored the amount of vocabulary native 

English-speaking American high school students know, and determined that it is roughly 

between 25,000 and 50,000 words. They surmise this lexical breadth could not have been 

acquired through instructed vocabulary teaching alone due to the amount of time teaching 

such a large number of words would require and the available class time for dedicated 

vocabulary teaching. These students must have incidentally acquired their large 

vocabularies through exposure to input in and out of school; hence the term !deBa$2)"@(( 
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The large amount of input that L1 learners receive is a key point. L1 learners are 

usually exposed to their native language in their home, school and, in most cases, their 

community environment. As they grow up they accumulate thousands of hours of passive 

input and active output. For L1 learners, reading in large amounts is possible since they 

have years to undertake this task, but for L2 learners different challenges are presented.   

 L2 learners face a different set of circumstances when learning their second (or 

third, fourth, etc.) language which points to a limitation of applying the default 

hypothesis to the L2 acquisition context. The hours and years of exposure L1 learners 

naturally have are impossible for most L2 learners to accumulate. L2 learners are 

generally expected to learn the vocabulary, grammar, pragmatics and possibly the 

orthography of the target language in a very short time, usually a few years, to a 

!B$n4)+3na2"(2e?e2@ Even greater difficulty is added if they are not surrounded by the target 

language outside their classroom, which presents a paucity of input and output practice. 

Written and aural texts remain a mystery until enough lexical items are known to unlock 

the meaning, leaving strategies such as guessing meaning from context difficult to apply. 

A recent study by Schmitt, Jiang and Grabe (March, 2008) confirmed earlier work 

reported by Nation (2006) showing learners of English need to understand at least 98% of 

words in a text in order to guess the meanings of the remaining unknown 2% correctly 

(further discussion on known word coverage occurs below). In addition, the L1 of the 

learner may prove to aid text comprehension or be a source of interference. The existence 

of similar features between two languages, such as vocabulary or grammatical structures, 

does not guarantee the learner will link the new knowledge to old and, in fact, similarities 

may be rejected (Kellerman, 2000). In some cases, interference may occur as with false 
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friends, e.g. the French librarie (a place where books are sold) and the English library (a 

place where books are borrowed). Internal or external social factors may also present 

barriers to learning. These factors may include: low levels of integrative or instrumental 

motivations for learning, inhibiting group affiliation factors and even simply lack of easy 

access to classes, materials and teachers. In light of and also despite these limitations, the 

importance of exposure to input and the role of reading are widely acknowledged in 

second language acquisition. The theoretical importance of input has been strongly 

argued in Krashen"&(:n#$)(;6#3)*e&+& which is the topic of the next section.  

T*e3r6(78(9ra&*en"&(:n#$)(;6#3)*e&+& 
 9ra&*en"&(:n#$t Hypothesis (1985) has generated a great deal of research in the 

field of SLA. The Input Hypothesis posits that language is acquired incidentally by 

understanding messages while learning, on the other hand, is an intentional activity. An 

essential ingredient to language acquisition is comprehensible input (CI). The input 

&*3$2d(1e(a)()*e(2e?e2(3B(!+MH"C(Nean+n/()*e(+n#$)(+&(&2+/*)26(a13?e()*e current level of the 

learner. In his 1991 paper, Krashen cites studies which show access to large amounts of 

CI through reading leads to literacy building better than other methods, such as output or 

error correction. To his credit, Krashen recognizes the criticism made of the Input 

Hypothesis that all teaching methods contain some form of comprehensible input. He 

counters that some contain more CI and these methods are superior for results (Krashen, 

1991, p. 418).  

 O&()*e()+)2e(3B(9ra&*en"&(FHPQPI(ar)+42e(!Re acquire vocabulary and spelling by 

read+n/8(add+)+3na2(e?+den4e(B3r()*e(:n#$)(;6#3)*e&+&"(implies, he advocates that reading 

is a superior form of comprehensible input and more useful to language acquisition than 
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output through language production and Skill-Building Theory (SBT), which involves 

rule practice leading to automatization of the rules. The focus of reading is interpreting 

the message of the text, thus leaving vocabulary and spelling to be incidentally learned. 

Krashen admits that several methods employing some form of skill-building may show 

greater vocabulary acquisition than reading. However, he leans on Nagy, Herman and 

Anderson (1985) to make the point that reading provides frequent encounters with words 

in different contexts, resulting in a greater depth of word knowledge, such as collocation. 

He continues that this depth of knowledge cannot be transmitted as effectively through 

traditional instruction methods, such as direct vocabulary teaching, therefore making 

reading the superior method. It seems reasonable to think this principle can extend to the 

acquisition of phrasal verbs as well.  

 An examp2e(3B(a(&)$d6(43nd$4)ed()3()e&)()*e(?a2+d+)6(3B(9ra&*en"&()*e3r+e&(3B(

incidental vocabulary learning through reading is the research conducted by Hafiz and 

Tudor (1989). The researchers implemented a 12-week extensive reading program using 

graded readers with a group of 10 to 11 year old Pakistani students in Leeds, UK. The 

results showed a significant improvement in the reading and writing skills of participants 

on a standardized test, with the greatest improvement in writing skills, compared to a 

control group. While the researchers did not explicitly test vocabulary, it is tacitly 

$nder&)33d()*a)(+n(3rder()3(+N#r3?e(3ne"&(read+n/(and(Kr+)+n/(&k+22&C(3ne"&(?34a1$2ar6(

must also grow.  

 However, the argument that comprehensible input is sufficient for language 

acquisition was cast in doubt by the findings of a three year program where Francophone 

children in New Brunswick received English input solely in the form of books with 
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accompanying audio recordings with no teacher input or feedback (Lightbown, 1992). 

After three years, the children performed as well as students in a traditional audiolingual 

class. However, after three more years the students in the listening/reading program were 

outperformed by students in programs with teacher interaction and more written and 

spoken output (Lightbown, Halter, White, Horst, 2002). Therefore, contrary to the 

argument put forth by Krashen that reading is all a learner needs, these results show 

reading is useful but perhaps not sufficient. This leads us to the third theory that has 

relevance to the output component of the thesis reading study.  

Theory 3: The Output Hypothesis 
 S3$n)er+n/(9ra&*en"&(:n#$)(;6#3)*e&+&(FHPQTIC(K*+4*(&)a)e&(43N#re*en&+12e(

input is enough for learning to occur, Swain (1985, 1995) proposes the Output 

Hypothesis, which presents the case that comprehensible input alone is insufficient for 

acquisition to occur and that comprehensible output is required B3r()*e(2earner"&(

interlanguage to fully develop. Several useful functions of output are presented: fluency 

building, increased probability of noticing a gap in knowledge (consciousness-raising), 

hypothesis testing, and metalinguistic awareness, which develops when the learner uses 

language to discuss language as an object.  

 U3223K+n/()*e(+dea(3B(V#$&*ed 3$)#$)”C(K*ere(a()a&k(B3r4e&()*e(2earner()3(n3)+4e(

problems with their L2 output, the young adolescent immersion students in Swain and 

Lapkin (1995) were able to successfully use their language knowledge to write a 

composition. A think-aloud protocol while writing and editing showed the students 

a4)+?e26(re?+eKed()*e(/raNNar(and(?34a1$2ar6()*e6($&ed(K*+4*(VNa6(*a?e(/enera)ed(
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2+n/$+&)+4(kn3K2ed/e()*a)(+&(neK(B3r()*e(2earnerC(3r(43n&32+da)ed(e=+&)+n/(kn3K2ed/e”(

(Swain & Lapkin, 1995, pg. 384).   

 The Output Hypothesis gives reason to argue that learners may indeed need more 

than encounters through reading to acquire phrasal verbs and, as such, tasks pushing 

learners to use the phrasal verbs may be useful. Proponents of the Interaction Hypothesis, 

discussed below, support this view.  

Theory 4: Interaction Hypothesis 
 G3n/"&(FHPPXI(:n)era4)+3n(;6#3)*e&+&(&$//e&)&()*a)(Vnegotiation for meaning, and 

especially negotiation work that triggers interactional adjustments by the native speaker 

(NS) or more competent interlocutor, facilitates acquisition because it connects input, 

+n)erna2(2earner(4a#a4+)+e&C(#ar)+4$2ar26(&e2e4)+?e(a))en)+3nC(and(3$)#$)(+n(#r3d$4)+?e(Ka6&”(

(Long, 1996, p. 451-452). The argument put forth by Long supports including interaction 

as a part of the classroom setting of the thesis experiment.  

 Learners often cite the ability to use phrasal verbs as a goal in order to sound 

more nativelike, but they also find it very difficult to acquire their correct usage. Long 

(1996) says, VY3)*(43N#re*en&+1+2+)6(and(43N#2e=+)6(are(ne4e&&ar6(B3r(a4A$+&+)+3n”(F#@(

451). According to this view, contexts involving complex structures such as phrasal verbs 

offer opportunities for the complex structures to become comprehensible through 

negotiation for meaning. Engaging with complex items on a deep level may lead to the 

development of a fuller hypothesis or rule for meaning and usage, and thus possibly lead 

to acquisition by the learner.  
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In summary, the above theoretical positions support the idea of reading leading to 

the acquisition of the meanings and uses of new lexis such as phrasal verbs. While none 

of the theories above directly discuss phrasal verbs, it is reasonable to assume the same 

processes that apply to learning through comprehending input (as advocated by the 

Default and Input Hypotheses) also apply to phrasal verbs. However, the discussion 

pointed out the limitations of these theories. Most notably, exposure to comprehensible 

input alone may not be sufficient for acquisition in L2 contexts. The Output Hypothesis 

and the Interaction Hypothesis discussed above outline the benefits of adding a spoken 

interaction component to activities. While reading is often a silent activity, adding spoken 

interaction activities related to the texts allows learners to negotiate meaning in the text, 

which possibly leads to deeper learning of the lexis. Having considered the theoretical 

perspectives, I now turn to reviewing empirical studies that support these positions. The 

section begins with an overview of relevant vocabulary acquisition definitions before 

moving on to the studies themselves. 

Vocabulary Learning Through Reading: Definition of Terms 

 Focus will first be given to two contrasting concepts that recur in these studies, 

incidental and intentional acquisition. As Hulstijn (2003) points out, intentional and 

incidental acquisition are often associated with explicit and implicit learning and the two 

terms have been given many different definitions.   

 To begin with, intentional learning is defined as occurring when there is explicit 

focus on building factual, declarative knowledge through studying and memorizing 

grammatical structures, lexical items, etc. which the learner has consciously set out to 

re)a+n@(T*+&()6#e(3B(+n&)r$4)+3nC(3B)en()erNed(!)rad+)+3na2(2earn+n/"C can include sentence 
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drills or fill in the blank exercises and often occurs where learners expect to be tested on 

the class content. A major criticism of intentional learning is that it is not conducive for 

transfer appropriate processing (TAP) to occur (Hulstijn, 2003; Lightbown, 2008). TAP 

occurs where the learning condition matches the conditions for use. For example, 

students learn a grammatical structure or vocabulary item through a dialogue that they 

examine and then practice, eventually moving into personalizing the dialogue in order to 

effectively use the items outside the controlled classroom environment. As will be shown 

in the discussion of Laufer (2006) below, intentional and incidental learning can be 

effectively paired. 

How has incidental learning been defined?  Hulstijn (2003) says incidental 

2earn+n/(344$r&(K*ere(V)*e(2earner"&(a))en)+3n(+&(B34$&ed(3n()*e(Nean+n/(ra)*er()*an(3n(

the f3rN(3B()*e(2an/$a/e”(F#@(Z[PI@(Generally, while learners are focused on one task, 

such as reading and comprehending a text, they may unintentionally also learn the 

associated vocabulary. This does not imply learners ignore the lexical items in pursuit of 

understanding the meaning of the text in question since comprehending vocabulary is 

indispensible to comprehending the text. It is important to point out, however, that it is 

impossible to predict or control what is incidentally learned (Paribakht & Wesche, 1997). 

Schmidt (1990) points out that noticing and awareness are necessary for acquisition to 

occur; hence unfamiliar vocabulary would require attention for textual comprehension, 

with learning as a possible by-product of the comprehension process.  

Many questions still surround the factors that contribute to incidental learning, 

both in and outside the class. There is agreement that it does contribute to acquisition but 

how it can best be used in instructional contexts is the subject of ongoing research. The 
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design of the thesis study here is such that explicit attention was not drawn to the target 

items through the reading or related activities, thereby setting up conditions for incidental 

learning of the targets to occur. As posited in Nagy et al. (1985), teachers and textbooks 

do not have the time resources to teach every aspect of vocabulary, which inevitably 

leaves a large amount of vocabulary acquisition to incidental contexts. 

 Incidental and intentional learning form two sides of instructed SLA that are 

mirrored in two terms describing opposing kinds of reading: extensive and intensive. 

Intentional learning +&(3B)en(#a+red(K+)*(+n)en&+?e(read+n/(K*ere(2earner&(are(Ve=#3&ed()3(

relatively short texts which are used either to exemplify specific aspects of the lexical, 

syntactic or discoursal system of the L2, or to provide the basis for targeted reading 

strategy #ra4)+4e”(F;aB+\(](T$d3rC(HPQPC(#@7I@(Although it is not always stated, intensive 

reading often includes teaching targeted features that we can assume learners are 

expected to retain. It is important to remember that intentional learning does not preclude 

incidental learning; the learner is exposed to input and acquisition may occur 

intentionally or incidentally. On the other hand, incidental learning is often associated 

with extensive reading (ER). In ER learners read large amounts of text in the L2, 

some)+Ne&(4a22ed(!B233d+n/"C(K+)*(BeK(3r(n3(a&&+/ned()a&k&()3(#erB3rN(3n()*e(Na)er+a2@(

ER is often done for pleasure, leading the learner to focus on comprehending the 

narrative for meaning. Tasks are not assigned which would encourage learners to learn 

and retain the lexical forms (or grammatical structures, etc.) making up the text. Reading 

for meaning is, by definition, a prime environment for incidental learning to occur. In 

order to understand the application of incidental and intentional learning more 

completely, the discussion will address the ways these modalities have been applied in 
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research of another paired set of concepts: focus-on-form (FonF) and focus-on-forms 

(FonFs). 

FonF vs. FonFs 

Achieving the right balance between allowing incidental learning to occur and 

providing direct vocabulary instruction is a delicate challenge for teachers. Waring and 

Da)+3n(&a6(Va(Ke22(1a2an4ed(2an/$a/e(#r3/raNNe(&*3$2d(Nake(/33d($&e(3B(13)*()6#e&(3B(

learning [incidental and intentional]. One without the other is inadeA$a)e@”(F7^04, p. 20). 

Although the focus of this thesis is incidental vocabulary acquisition through reading, the 

argument would be incomplete without reviewing research contrasting incidental 

vocabulary acquisition with instructed (intensive) vocabulary learning.   

 Before looking at the research, it is necessary to define two primary teaching 

methodologies within form-focused instruction (FFI). FFI has received a great deal of 

research attention revolving around two constructs, focus-on-form (FonF) and focus-on-

forms (FonFs), as individual approaches as well as finding the most beneficial 

combination. As Long (1996) outlines, U3nU(+n&)r$4)+3n(draK&(2earner&"(a))en)+3n()3(

specific, possibly problematic, language features within the context of a communicative 

activity; the focus in FonF is on both meaning and form as opposed to exclusively form 

which occurs in FonFs. FonFs refers to a more deliberate study of language that has 

)rad+)+3na226(1een(#re&en)(+n(2an/$a/e(42a&&r33N&(and(V+n?32?e&(a(#red3N+nan)C(3Bten 

exclusive, orientation to a series of isolated linguistic forms presented one after the other, 

as in a structural syllabus, with meaning and communication relega)ed()3()*e(&+de2+ne&”(

(Long, 1996, pg. 429).   
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 Laufer (2006) points out the default hypothesis for FFI related to vocabulary 

learning is that most of it will occur through reading input and meaning-centered 

instruction. She summarizes research showing that this position is faulty. Laufer argues 

FonFs ensures noticing, which occurs before an item is acquired, although noticing still 

does not necessarily lead to acquisition. In FonF, noticing is possible but not guaranteed. 

 Laufer (2006) found an advantage for FonFs by comparing an incidental learning 

condition to intentional learning in two phases using 158 Israeli Grade 11 high school 

learners of English. The twelve target words included nouns, verbs and adjectives (but no 

phrasal verbs). The FonF condition involved doing a reading task with a dictionary then 

answering comprehension questions, whereas in the FonFs condition, learners did not 

read but instead received a list of English words with translations and explanations 

followed by exercises. A surprise test that required the learners to provide the meaning 

for the target words showed the FonFs group performed significantly better. The second 

part of the experiment on intentional acquisition tested the effect of the awareness of an 

upcoming test. Learners in both groups had 15 minutes to memorize target words and 

their meanings. Immediate and delayed post-tests showed significant gains after the 

second intentional learning condition. She concludes incidental acquisition can occur in 

FonF conditions although FonFs with a subsequent intentional memorization stage is the 

most beneficial.  

 A study by Paribakht and Wesche (1997) also found an advantage for FonFs. 

Adult ESL students from various backgrounds underwent two different reading 

instruction treatments over a three-month semester. The reading treatments compared the 

differences on vocabulary acquisition. The first treatment, Reading Plus (RP), consisted 
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of reading two texts, doing comprehension questions plus doing related vocabulary 

exercises, whereas in the more incidental acquisition treatment, Reading Only (RO), 

subjects read four texts and answered comprehension questions. The target vocabulary 

was nouns, verbs and discourse connectors (but again no phrasal verbs). The Vocabulary 

Knowledge Scale (VKS) was used to test the depth of knowledge of a word. The VKS is 

able to sensitively measure where incremental learning occurred by asking learners to 

provide a synonym or translation and then, only if they are able, to use the word in a 

sentence which is marked for semantic and grammatical accuracy. Results using the VKS 

scale showed subjects significantly gained vocabulary in both treatments; the RP 

treatment showed greater breadth and depth gains while the RO treatment gains were 

&+/n+B+4an)(1$)(V)*e+r(kn3K2ed/e(3B(Nan6(of these words tended to stay at the recognition 

2e?e2”(F_ar+1ak*)(](Re&4he, 1997, p. 196). Vocabulary was encountered several times 

over the texts although the exact number of repetitions was not reported.   

 These findings do not dispute the validity of incidental learning; however, they do 

show results are enhanced when reading is combined with more intensive, instructional 

methods. This leads us to consider how additional elements such as oral discussion may 

affect incidental vocabulary acquisition.  

Vocabulary Acquisition through Oral Negotiation 

 Wode (1999) examined the potential of English immersion programs in Germany 

as venues for incidental learning. Triads of students were required to solve a hypothetical 

dilemma and subsequently tested on general language skills including vocabulary. While 

this thesis will not deal with incidental learning in immersion environments, Wode is 

important because his work illustrates that incidental learning can occur through oral 
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negotiation tasks. Wode says the discussion that occurred in the triads as students worked 

to solve the dilemma may have helped them to acquire some vocabulary incidentally. In 

the thesis study, a similar environment was created where students were grouped to solve 

a mystery story that contained the target vocabulary items. 

 Additional confirmation of the possible usefulness of oral tasks for vocabulary 

acquisition comes from `3e"&(FHPPQI(&)$d6 entitledC(VR*a)(eBBe4)&(d3()e=)-based tasks 

#r3N3)+n/(/enera)+3n(*a?e(3n(+n4+den)a2(?34a1$2ar6(a4A$+&+)+3na”  Her study examined 

how the task of retelling a story would affect the amount and depth of incidental 

vocabulary learning. Twelve target words were chosen for difficulty and necessity to 

understand the 338-word text. Three groups were formed: control, experimental and 

comparison. The experimental group retold the story from memory only and the 

comparison group had use of the text for retelling. The control group took the pre- and 

post-test but did not receive the treatment; instead, the control group participated in their 

regular class between the two test times. In both the comparison and experimental 

groups, learners gained new knowledge of words occurring in the texts that can be 

ascribed to the reading and retelling activities. Also investigating the interaction of oral 

negotiation tasks on vocabulary acquisition is de(2a(U$en)e"&(F7^^7I(&)$d6(43N#ar+n/()*e(

effects of non-negotiated pre-modified input, negotiation on tasks without pushed output, 

and negotiation on tasks plus pushed output. De la Fuente cites several studies which 

found that most oral negotiation revolves around lexis. In her study, two tasks targeting 

10 nouns were carried out by three groups of Spanish learners. Input in all three groups 

consisted of instructions to complete the tasks which contained the target items. The first 

group received only oral non-negotiated pre-modified input in the form of instructions. 
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The second group, the negotiation on tasks without pushed output condition, received 

input and had oral negotiation, which consisted of asking for definitions during the tasks. 

The third group, the negotiation on tasks plus pushed output condition, had oral 

negotiation for meanings in addition to receiving input but this group was also required to 

give instructions using the target items. While all groups acquired some level of target 

word comprehension, negotiation plus pushed output was most effective for productive 

measures and retention although it matched negotiation without pushed output on 

receptive measures.  

The plan to include an oral negotiation task as part of the thesis was supported by 

this research on oral negotiation tasks to facilitate vocabulary learning. Similar to `3e"&(

(1998) retell tasks, learners discussed short (200-500 word) mystery stories with the goal 

of solving the mystery. The teacher did not provide definitions and, instead, learners were 

directed to negotiate new meanings with each other. As discussed in Wode (1999), Joe 

(1998), and de la Fuente (2002) above, such oral negotiation tasks resulted in phrasal 

verbs being used during the discussions. This use would increase the chance of target 

vocabulary being acquired since it would provide more opportunities to meet the targets 

than reading alone. The possible effects of adding the oral element are discussed in more 

detail below. 

 Now let us turn to empirical research that has investigated the effectiveness of 

reading for incidental acquisition and the factors that have been shown to affect it. 
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Vocabulary Learning Through Reading: How Effective Is It? 

 Waring and Nation (2004) list several issues surrounding second language reading 

and incidental vocabulary acquisition which the following sections will review. The 

issues they point out include: 1) the relationship between reading in a second language 

and vocabulary acquisition, 2) the amount of words needed to be known for text 

comprehension, 3) the rate learners acquire new words from reading, and 4) the 

frequency of encounters necessary to acquire knowledge of a new word. 

1. Establishing the connection between L2 reading and vocabulary acquisition 

The landmark study by Saragi, Nation and Meister (1978) established a clear 

connection between reading and vocabulary acquisition. Their research explored L1 

vocabulary acquisition using the novel A Clockwork Orange has sparked a number of L2 

replications (e.g. Horst, Cobb & Meara, 1998; Hulstijn, 1992; Pitts, White & Krashen, 

1989) as well as other focused research into L2 vocabulary acquisition through reading. 

:n(Jara/+C(Da)+3n(and(Me+&)er"&(&)$d6, adult L1 speakers read the book expecting to 

answer comprehension and literary criticism questions, but a few days after completing 

the reading, they were unexpectedly also tested on the nadsat, or slang words of Russian 

origin, from the book. Readers scored an average of 76% correct on a multiple choice test 

of 90 nadsat words (chosen from a possible 241). The methodology of following a 

reading passage by a surprise test has become the standard way of investigating 

incidental vocabulary acquisition through reading. An early replication and use of this 

methodology was by Pitts, White and Krashen (1989). They had two groups of adult L2 

subjects read the first two chapters of A Clockwork Orange. Testing showed a small but 

significant number of the nadsat words were incidentally acquired, with Group 1 at 6.4% 
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and Group 2 at 8.1% acquisition. A critique of studies replicating Saragi, Nation and 

Meister (1978) appeared in Horst, Cobb and Meara (1998). They highlighted the use of 

short sections of text in most of the studies which resulted in a low amount of available 

encounters with target words. Frequent exposure to words is now understood to be 

important for vocabulary acquisition (frequency will be dealt with in more detail below).  

In the Horst, Cobb and Meara study (1998), university students followed along 

while a teacher read aloud a simplified version of The Mayor of Castorbridge over 10 

days. Students did not have access to dictionaries during reading or to the text outside of 

class. Contrary to the earlier replications of the Clockwork Orange study that had used 

small amounts of text, learners in this study read the entire book, which offered greater 

opportunities for more exposure to target items. Comparisons of the pre- and post-tests 

indicated that participants acquired 22% of the unknown items on a multiple choice test 

and a 16% gain on a word association test. These findings give stronger support to the 

position of L2 vocabulary acquisition through reading. Another strength of the study by 

Horst et al. is its longitudinal design that more closely mimics real-life reading situations 

where readers tend not to finish a book in one sitting (as opposed to prior replications 

which were conducted and tested on the same day).  

 Further evidence of the connection between reading and incidental vocabulary 

acquisition comes from Elley (1991) whose longitudinal study deals with young learners. 

He reported on nine similar studies that investigated the importance of comprehensible 

input and the effectiveness of reading for language acquisition in a year-long book flood 

study conducted in the ESL programs of elementary schools in Southeast Asia and the 

South Pacific. During the book flood students read or teachers read aloud motivating 
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level-appropriate storybooks after which students did extensive related activities. 

Although not all classes carried out the experiment identically, the researchers felt the 

large number of participants balanced out any differences. The results showed students 

taught with the traditional audiolingual system had poorer results than participants in the 

book flood who showed significantly superior results in the target second language 

(English) as well as, surprisingly, in math and native language skills. The most significant 

results were seen in classes where the teacher read aloud to the students. Elley credits the 

strong incidental language learning results to the large amounts of input through reading.  

Finally, a case study by Grabe and Stoller (1997) also showed the effects of 

reading input on vocabulary acquisition. In this case an adult academic and total beginner 

of Portuguese underwent a five-month study of the language while living in Brazil. The 

participant read authentic written texts, mainly newspapers, and listened to some spoken 

texts, mainly TV news, in addition to a short three week period of instruction at the 

beginning of the study. Vocabulary tests showed the #ar)+4+#an)"& vocabulary size 

substantially increased over each successive month.   

In summary, these studies showed consistent findings across a variety of learning 

contexts, across different ages of learners, and across different languages, thus clearly 

confirming that incidental vocabulary acquisition can and does occur through reading in a 

second language. However, questions remain unanswered. For instance, none of these 

studies explicitly looked at the effectiveness of reading to acquire specific kinds of 

lexical units, such as phrasal verbs. This concern will be addressed later. The review now 

turns to a common question that arises for many new language learners. Namely, is 

reading an effective technique for beginners to learn a language and/or vocabulary? 
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2. The amount of words needed to be known for text comprehension 

T*e(&e43nd()*eNe(+den)+B+ed(+n(Rar+n/(and(Da)+3n"&(3?er?+eK(F7^^[I(3B(+&&$e&(

surrounding second language reading and incidental vocabulary acquisition is word 

coverage, or the proportion of words needed to be understood in order to comprehend a 

written text. A range of figures has been presented on the vocabulary breadth necessary 

for optimal reading comprehension or, viewed from another angle, the minimum 

threshold of unknown words necessary for comprehension. Laufer and Ravenhorst-

Kalovski (2010) cite knowledge up to and including the 4-5,000 frequent word families 

based on lists compiled by Nation (2006) from the British National Corpus (BNC) as the 

minimum threshold for reading comprehension in English. Their findings showed 

learners with knowledge of these word family levels were able to understand 95% of the 

word meanings of texts used to judge English proficiency for entrance to university. 

More importantly, this level of known words represented the difference between 

comprehension and non-comprehension (measured in terms of responses to reading 

comprehension questions). They cite knowledge of 6-8,000 word families as necessary 

f3r(PQb(kn3Kn(K3rd(43?era/e(K*+4*(/+?e&(an(V3#)+Na2()*re&*32d”(F#@7TI(B3r(read+n/(

comprehension. Earlier studies supported word knowledge coverage of the 3,000 level 

(Coady, Magoto, Hubbard, Graney and Mokhtari, 1993; Laufer, 1992) as necessary to 

reach the 95% known word threshold in a text. Nation (2006) identifies a higher 98% 

known word coverage criterion as necessary for reading comprehension of unsimplified 

texts; this corresponds to a minimum vocabulary size of 8-9,000 word families for 

reading and 6-7,000 for listening comprehension. Schmitt, Jiang and Grabe (March, 

2008) found knowledge of 98% of words in a text being necessary to achieve 70% on a 
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reading comprehension measure a2)*3$/*()*e6(&)a)ed()*a)(e?en(VH^^b(43?era/e(3n26(2ead(

to 75% comprehension, so successful reading requires more than vocabulary, but high 

?34a1$2ar6(2e?e2&(are(42ear26(a(ke6(reA$+reNen)”(FMar4*C(7^^QI@(Hence, while 95% word 

43?era/e(3BBer&()*e(VN+n+Na2()*re&*32d”(FGa$Ber(](ca?en*3r&)-Kalovski, 2010, p.26) for 

reading comprehension to occur as judged by reading comprehension scores, the level of 

known word coverage to adequately comprehend a written text is now widely accepted as 

98%.   

How do learners with little to no known vocabulary proceed towards achieving 

98% known word coverage when they are just beginning to learn a language? If reading 

presents an important method to acquire vocabulary but learners do not have enough 

known word coverage to read well, how can they best use reading as a language learning 

technique, if at all? Is it better to use authentic material, which may be too difficult to 

comprehend as it is produced for native speakers, or is material specifically produced for 

language learners better, although this material may not contain enough new words to 

help learners quickly access more difficult textsa(T*e&e(A$e&)+3n&(B3rN()*e(!1e/+nner"&(

#arad3="@(( 

Laufer (1997) reports that reading comprehension, by learners of any level but 

especially beginners, is hindered in three aspects: unknown words in a text, 

miscomprehension of words the learner thinks are familiar but in fact are unknown, and 

the unreliability of guessing a(K3rd"&(Nean+n/(Br3N(43n)e=)@(Being able to guess a word 

accurately is hindered more when the surrounding words are unknown or contextual clues 

are either insufficient or misunderstood (Laufer, 1997). Lack of vocabulary 

comprehension makes it difficult to use most reading strategies, such as guessing 
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unknown words from context (Bensoussan & Laufer, 1984). Grabe and Stoller say their 

study suggests that Vlearning to read in a second language centrally involves learning 

K3rd&”(Fdra1e(](J)322erC(HPPeC(#@(119). One an&Ker()3()*e(1e/+nner"&(#arad3=(+&(assisting 

learners through instruction with intentional learning techniques to learn the thousands of 

basic word families which Laufer (1992, 1997) and others state are necessary to 

comprehend a text (Coady, 1997). Graded readers offer another solution. Beginners may 

use them in tandem with the learning of a basic vocabulary set or as a stand-alone tool. 

Graded readers are simplified extended narratives structured so that only a few words per 

page are unknown. They present learners with the opportunity to develop sight 

recognition of words and build depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge while 

creating an environment for incidental learning and a pleasurable reading context.  

The analysis conducted by Nation and Wang (1999) helped answer the question 

of how reading graded readers assists learners to incidentally build vocabulary 

knowledge. They analyzed 42 graded books from the Oxford Bookworms series 

representing seven texts from each of the six levels. They point out that while lower 

levels of graded readers may initially present a large vocabulary load to learners, the 

vocabulary learning load lessens as the learner progresses through the levels. As 

previously pointed out, it is impossible to begin reading without knowledge of some 

vocabulary so new language learners must expect to have an initially large vocabulary 

load to learn. In the study, a graded materials approach was used with the assumption that 

learners would have acquired knowledge of the 2,000 most frequent word families of 

English. The experimental texts were simplified to help ensure they would be easily 
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understood. The procedures to simplify the material are outlined in the Methodology 

section.  

3. The rate learners acquire new words from reading 

The third question about incidental vocabulary acquisition through reading 

identified by Waring and Nation (2004) is the rate of uptake, i.e. the amount of learning 

that can be expected to occur as a result of reading. Since differences in research design 

occur across studies (e.g. different text lengths and different testing modalities), it is 

difficult to say explicitly what the incidental rate of acquisition through second language 

reading is. Waring and Nation (2004) provide a sample of studies with different text 

lengths and different measurement tools whose rates of uptake range from 5.8% to 25% 

of target words. Waring and Nation state that while reading clearly leads to vocabulary 

2earn+n/C(VLn(a?era/eC()*e(re)$rn&(are(&3NeK*a)(23K@(:)(&eeN&()*a)(3B()*e(+)eN&()e&)ed(

a13$)(3ne()en)*(3B()*e()ar/e)(K3rd&(K+22(1e(2earned”(F#@(HTI@(;3Ke?erC(16(eN#236+n/(

sensitive word knowledge measures, a study of extensive reading using graded readers by 

Horst (2005) demonstrated a group of adult English L2 learners were able to demonstrate 

full or partial knowledge of up to half the targeted unknown vocabulary. The measure 

used to test vocabulary knowledge decidedly affects at what rate acquisition is reported. 

For example, a word form recognition test K*+4*(a&k&(2earner&()3(re&#3nd()3(VHave you 

seen this word before?” with a yes/no answer may show a very different account of items 

acquired than a task testing deeper knowledge such as V_2ea&e(deN3n&)ra)e(63$r(a1+2+)6()3(

use this word in a grammatically and semantically correct sentence.” The question of rate 

is closely tied to what it means to know a word. 
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Vocabulary knowledge has been defined using the terms breadth and depth, which 

are(n3)(N$)$a226(e=42$&+?e(K*en(reBerr+n/()3(a(2earner"&(?34a1$2ar6(1a&e@(O(2earner(Na6(

have a large breadth of vocabulary and know many words by sight but may not have an 

in-depth grasp of the meaning(s) or uses. While the term breadth has usually been used to 

refer to the number of unique word families known at the recognition level where a 

learner can match a word form and its definition, how is depth defined?  

A useful framework for understanding what depth of knowledge can include was 

provided by Nation (2001). He has delineated word knowledge into nine categories of 

knowledge, each with two layers, receptive and productive word knowledge (see 

Appendix A). The nine levels are organized into three global categories containing three 

sub-categories each. The first category deals with form consisting of spoken, written, and 

word part knowledge; the second, deeper, category of meaning consists of form and 

meaning, concept and referents, and association knowledge; while the final and deepest 

level of word knowledge includes use with grammatical functions, collocations, and 

constraints on use. A generally accepted assumption is that learning begins with making a 

basic form-meaning connection and then progresses on to more complex knowledge, 

such as collocation and use.  

T*e(1read)*(3B(a(2earner"&(?34a1$2ar6(kn3K2ed/e(4an(1e(Nea&$red using the 

f34a1$2ar6(Ge?e2"&(Te&)(FDa)+3nC(7^^HI, which has been widely utilized in vocabulary 

acquisition research. Many different tools have also been developed to test the depth of 

2earner"&(kn3K2ed/e@(A well-kn3Kn()332()3(+22$N+na)e()*e(de#)*(3B(a(2earner"&(re4e#)+?e(

and(#r3d$4)+?e(kn3K2ed/e(3B(?34a1$2ar6(+&()*e(Vf34a1$2ar6(9n3K2ed/e(J4a2e”(Ff9JI@(

T*e(f9J(V$&e&(a(T-point scale combining self-report and performance items to elicit self-
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#er4e+?ed(and(deN3n&)ra)ed(kn3K2ed/e(3B(&#e4+B+4(K3rd&(+n(Kr+))en(B3rN”(F_ar+1ak*)(](

Wesche, 1997, p. 179). Depth is operationalized as through the ability to use a word in a 

semantically and grammatically correct sentence. The thesis study reported here utilized 

three measures to test increments of incidentally acquired vocabulary knowledge ranging 

from the shallowest self-rated knowledge of phrasal verb form-meaning association, 

through to ability to recognize simply worded English definitions correctly, and finally to 

deeper knowledge which involved correct grammatical use in sentence productions and 

recall of the particles associated with phrasal verbs. 

4. The frequency of encounters necessary to acquire a new word 

 The fourth consideration mentioned by Waring and Nation (2004) regarding the 

incidental acquisition of vocabulary is frequency. A well-established connection has been 

made in the research literature between the frequency of encounters with a written word 

through reading and the(2earner"&(de#)*(3r(1read)*(3B(kn3K2ed/e(3B()*e(+)eN@(J$4*(

research is outlined below beginning with studies dealing with the effect of frequency on 

mental lexical representation. 

 Models of the bilingual lexicon (Jiang, 2004) describe L2 words as initially 

sharing the same lemma, containing meaning and syntax, and lexeme, containing 

morphology and orthography/phonology, with the L1 translation which raises the 

following question: how do learners map L2 data over the L1 data, thus weakening the 

ties with the L1 translation and strengthening the bonds between the L2 lexical 

representation and the concept? One possibility is that over frequent encounters with a 

word a stronger form-meaning connection is developed, the mental L2 representation is 

more completely filled out, and knowledge 3B(a(K3rd"&($&e(in receptive and/or productive 
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circumstances is deepened. If frequent encounters are necessary to create this deep 

knowledge, how many times does a learner need to encounter the word in order to 

acquire it, in the sense of being able to recognize the form, understand its meaning, draw 

upon the word from memory, and use it productively?   

 Research into the optimal frequency of encounters for vocabulary acquisition to 

occur has resulted in a range of numbers. Waring and Nation (2004) cite different studies 

with figures that range from six to 20 encounters, with equally differing vocabulary 

acquisition results and no definite answers on what is optimal. However, it is clear that a 

large number of encounters are needed to create the vocabulary depth and breadth of 

knowledge learners require for fluent L2 use. Proficiency can also have an effect as seen 

in the study by Zahar, Cobb and Spada (2001) which found the number of encounters 

with unknown words in incidental reading was about three to four times more important 

for beginners to acquire some knowledge of a word than more proficient learners who 

already had larger vocabularies before reading. Gains were judged by the correct amount 

of form to definition matches made after hearing a short textbook story, The Golden 

F leece, read aloud then having opportunity to re-read it as many times as desired in the 

space of an hour. Graded readers, as mentioned above, are a controlled medium that can 

offer frequent encounters with new vocabulary at each level. The analysis by Nation and 

Wang (1999) of 42 graded readers, representing six levels of the Oxford Bookworms 

series, found students would need to read 5-9 texts at each level to encounter the 

vocabulary from each level ten times. By reading more books at higher levels, the 

cumulative nature of graded readers ensures the vocabulary from lower level books will 

also be frequently met, providing a higher possibility of being acquired.  
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 The discussion turns to the study by Waring and Takaki (2003), which is 

especially insightful for the long-term durability of learning resulting from frequent 

incidental encounters. In their study, adult university students read the graded reader A 

Little Princess where 25 nouns and adjectives appearing between one and 18 times had 

been replaced by substitutions, such as windle for house and prink for week. No 

dictionaries or glosses were provided during the reading. Testing three months later 

showed that while there was a very low rate of vocabulary learning, each hour of reading 

produced one new word learned, and although half the words learned initially were 

forgotten, students better remembered words encountered more frequently.  

The frequency of learner encounters with new words is also considered in Horst, 

S311(and(Meara"&(FHPPQI(re#2+4a)+3n(3B(Jara/+C(Da)+3n(and(Me+&)er(FHPeQI. Horst et al. 

looked at the effect of incidental textual encounters on vocabulary gains in an L2 

classroom environment. The entire graded reader The Mayor of Castorbridge was read 

aloud by the teacher over six classes to two intact classes of low-intermediate ESL 

university students in Oman. Students followed along individually but were not allowed 

to use dictionaries or have access to the text outside of class. Post-tests revealed learners 

a4A$+red(?34a1$2ar6(a)(a(ra)e(3B(3ne(+n(B+?e(and(V)*e(BreA$en46(da)a(&$//e&)(&+\a12e(

learning gains can be expected to occur consistently for items that are repeated eight 

)+Ne&(3r(N3re”(F;3r&)C(S311(](MearaC(HPPQC(#@(7HTI@(However, as seen in the next study, 

different optimal rates of encounter are still being found. 

 A case study of a French learner by Pigada and Schmitt (2006) used a month of 

extensive reading of four graded readers to explore the depth of incidental vocabulary 

acquisition of 133 nouns and verbs resulting from frequency effects. Results showed that 
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partial or full knowledge of spelling, meaning, and grammatical knowledge was acquired 

for one out of every 1.5 words (87 out of 133 words) encountered between one and 20 or 

more times; twenty or more encounters were necessary for gains in all three areas of 

word knowledge. The frequency effects showed spelling benefitted from even a few 

encounters while for verb and noun meanings they found V7-19 text occurrences yielding 

uptake rates ranging between 16-ZXb”(1$) only grammatical knowledge had Va(re2a)+?e26(

&)ead6(+n4rea&e(3B(2earn+n/(a23n/()*e(BreA$en46(&4a2e”(F_+/ada(](J4*N+))C(7^^XC(#@(HPI@( 

 As seen in these studies, frequency of encounter is important for building up 

incremental knowledge of a word across contexts, languages and proficiencies. However, 

no final optimal number of encounters has been arrived at in the research literature, partly 

due to the number of different tests used to measure knowledge and the difficulty in 

determining what it means to know a word. The research suggests that one or two 

encounters are not sufficient, yet building in the 20 repetitions recommended in Pigada 

and Schmitt (2006) was not possible in the mystery stories of the research. Therefore, 

using a rate of encounter of eight in the thesis study seemed to be a reasonable 

compromise. Details on operationalization of the frequency factor are given in the 

Methodology section. 

Summary of the Incidental and Reading Literature 

 The above literature review has examined many different aspects of learning 

vocabulary through reading. Four theories were reviewed supporting varying positions 

beginning with the default position, which holds that a large amount of vocabulary 

acquisition must be done incidentally (Nagy et al., 1985), then moving to the argument 

that comprehensible input through reading is enough (Krashen, 1991) and then on to the 
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need for comprehensible output (Swain, 1985, 1995) and finally interaction (Long, 1996). 

Both L1 and L2 learners can profit from reading to build their vocabulary either through 

intentional or incidental techniques which offer more powerful learning when combined 

(Laufer, 2006). Other research reported above (e.g. Elley, 1991; Grabe & Stoller, 1997; 

Horst, 2005) add evidence to the argument for the benefit of large amounts of input for 

vocabulary learning as well as the positive effect of engaging extensively with texts 

through reading graded or authentic materials. Rates of incidental vocabulary uptake in 

reading experiments were shown to range widely. The research reviewed suggests that 

the minimum recommended coverage of known words in a text ranges from 95% (Laufer, 

1992; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010) to 98% (Nation, 2006; Schmitt, Jiang & 

Grabe, March, 2008; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010). Frequency of encounter 

while reading clearly plays a role in vocabulary pick-up rates (Horst, Cobb & Meara, 

1998; Pigada & Schmitt, 2006) with greater frequency of encounter being more 

beneficial to lower level learners (Zahar, Cobb, & Spada, 2001). The next question to be 

considered is how to apply these findings to the incidental acquisition of phrasal verbs 

through reading. The discussion will now turn to formulaic sequences and their 

importance before moving on to the nature of phrasal verbs themselves.  

 

 
!
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The Importance of Formulaic Sequences 

Defining Formulaic Sequences 

 A large number of terms to describe formulaic sequences (FSs) exist throughout 

SLA research (Wray & Perkins, 2000). Recent years have seen an effort to pin down 

what formulaic sequences are and their relation to idiomaticity. Before looking at these 

terms, it is useful to discuss a much-quoted paper outlining the use and selection of 

language chunks by native speakers. 

In their landmark paper, Pawley and Syder (1983) examine the ability of native 

speakers to do two things: 1) form grammatically correct sentences to convey meaning 

using natural and idiomatic utterances, and 2) maintain fluent connected discourse that is 

beyond the working memory capacity of the human mind. They call these two aspects 

Vnativelike selection” and Vnativelike fluency”. By examining spoken texts, they argue 

these two features of native speech are possible by having Vlexicalized sentence stems” of 

varying lengths stored in the mind that are drawn upon to create fixed utterances. Pawley 

and(J6der"&(#a#er(*+/*2+/*)ed()*e(+N#3r)an4e(3B(B3rN$2aticity for L1 and L2 speakers. 

Broad and narrow definitions have been used to define the structure and meaning 

of FSs. They can range from very fixed occurrences, above and beyond, to more loose 

structures that allow for substitution, such as the pen is mightier than the ____, allowing 

for a play on words to occur (Wray & Perkins, 2000). To quote Wray and PerkinsC(VO&(

Sinclair (1991) puts it: !all evidence points to an underlying rigidity of phraseology, 

despite a rich superficial variation"”(F#@(7I@(Rra6(and(_erk+n&(F7^^^I(deB+ne(UJs as: 

a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other meaning elements, 
which is, or appears to be prefabricated: that is, stored and retrieved whole from 
memory at the time of use, rather than being subject to generation or analysis by 
the language grammar. (p. 1)   
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Formulaic sequences can include idioms, pre-fabricated patterns such as in the 

meantime, and common collocations like the phrasal verb run across. Read and Nation 

F7^^[I(Nake(a(?a2+d(4r+)+A$e(3B(Rra6"&(deB+n+)+3n(by pointing out that the parameter of 

storage and retrieval of a whole FS may vary not only from individual to individual but 

a2&3(Br3N(+n&)an4e()3(+n&)an4e(a&(Ba4)3r&(4*an/eC(&$4*(a&()*e(#er&3n"&(#r3B+4+en46(3r()*e(

form of the stored item. While there may be inherent problems in Wray and Perkins" 

(2000) definition of FS, this definition will be used considering that the unique meaning 

of a phrasal verb lies in connecting the entire lexical unit of verb and particle(s) with the 

associated concept; if the particle is missing, the phrasal verb no longer exists. Phrasal 

verbs are often categorized as formulaic sequences. As the following study shows, two-

word phrasal verbs are very frequent in English. 

 In a unique study, Gardner and Davies (2007) conducted a corpus analysis to 

identify the most frequent phrasal verbs in the 100-million-word BNC. Although  

518, 923 phrasal verb occurrences were identified in the BNC, it was discovered that half 

of this large number was made up of 20 lexical verbs and eight adverbial particle 

combinations; in other words, one-third of all phrasal verbs occurrences are the same 25 

phrasal verbs. The authors were also able to identify 100 high-frequency phrasal verbs. A 

possible criticism of Gardner and Davies" study is that the BNC was only analyzed for 

two-word phrasal verbs, while a large number of three word phrasal verbs are listed in 

resources such as the Collins COBUILD Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs. The total number 

of potential phrasal verbs contained in the BNC is therefore unknown. Yet this corpus 

research clearly &*3K&()*a)(2earner&" interest in phrasal verbs as an important language 

feature is justified and also identifies phrasal verbs learners are more likely to know or 
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need to know. The design of the thesis study required targeting low-frequency phrasal 

verbs learners would be unlikely to know, so the list produced by Gardner and Davies 

was used to help exclude two-word phrasal verbs that learners would be likely to already 

know from the list of target items. Three word phrasal verbs were not used as frequency 

counts are not available. 

L2 Fluency and Formulaic Sequences  

 The corpus-informed research discussed above shows formulaic sequences can 

both be identified and are frequent, but why are FSs important to learners? There are a 

number of reasons we will now turn to. Firstly, FSs have a deep cultural link which is 

intuitively sensed by L1 and L2 speakers. Understanding or creating new FSs requires a 

cultural knowledge that learners may not have; uses and new creations are accepted or 

rejected by native speakers based upon the feeling that the learner is trying to be part of 

the na)+?e(&#eaker"&(culture (Prodromou, 2003). Secondly, FSs are helpful for producing 

fluent, rapid speech. Prodromou (2003) explains this citing )*e(!+d+3N(#r+n4+#2e"(

B3rN$2a)ed(16(J+n42a+r(a&(&$4*8(VgTh*e(#r+n4+#2e(3B(+d+3N(+&()*a)(a(2an/$a/e($&er(*a&(

available to him a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single 

4*3+4e&C(e?en()*3$/*()*e6(N+/*)(a##ear()3(1e(ana26\a12e(+n)3(&e/Nen)&"(FJ+n42a+rC(

HPPH8HH^I”(F#@([ZI@(_aK2e6(and(J6der(FHPQZI(also note native speakers are able to draw 

on chunks of language which are combined in socially and grammatically acceptable 

ways at a fluent rate of speech. This chunking frees up cognitive processing to permit 

difficult concepts to be expressed since the mind is not required to build sentences from 

individual words, which is more time consuming than building sentences from larger 

blocks of pre-formed collocations. For example, an idea can be expressed using a 14-
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word sentence created by the mind either choosing 14 individual words from memory, 

while also performing all the required syntactical and semantic analysis, or by choosing 

three pre-formed and stored chunks. Obviously, three steps are much less cognitively 

demanding than 14 thus leaving more working memory capacity for other mental 

functions. Native speakers and language learners alike benefit from such cognitive 

efficiency. Let us now turn to studies relating to the acquisition of FSs. 

Studies of the Acquisition of Formulaic Sequences 

There appear to be very few studies investigating the effects of teaching FSs to 

language learners. Research reported below deals with how successfully FSs are used 

idiomatically, possible reasons why learners have difficulty correctly using FSs, and the 

effect of intentionally highlighting FSs for learners as well as the effect of incidental 

exposure on FS acquisition. The discussion begins by looking at the function of FSs in 

making 2earner&"(2an/$a/e(N3re(+d+3Na)+4@( 

Acceptance, avoidance, or proper use of the second language idiom can 

sometimes depend on how close the idiom is to )*e(2earner"&(na)+?e(2an/$a/e(F:r$i3C(

1986a; Kellerman, 2000). Yorio (1989) refers to FSs as Vconventionalized language”( 

(p. 56) and presents research showing how FSs, or the avoidance thereof, contribute to 

!idiomat+4+)6"C(deB+ned(1e23KC(and the appearance of more native-like language. He points 

to research showing FSs can be used for a sociolinguistic, communicative function as 

well as a learning strategy for language development, although according to his overview 

of the research, FSs were not useful for grammatical development. Additionally, Yorio 

reports research where although the adult subjects had received formal instruction in the 

target language and had been operating in the second language environment, they still 
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showed limited control over the FSs they used, with many evident errors, which was 

different from findings with L1 and L2 children. For two-part verbs (phrasal verbs), he 

&a6&(Va2)*3$/*()*e(#r3#3r)+3n(3B()K3-word verbs used by these advanced L2 learners was 

similar to that of native speakers, the kind of two-K3rd(?er1&($&ed(Ka&(n3)()*e(&aNe”(

(Yorio, 1989, p.64). Some FSs were not employed by bilingual subjects thereby reducing 

the idiomaticity of their text. In contrast, a third reported study showed the texts using 

more FSs were subjectively considered more native-like. Yorio states: 

Idiomaticity, or native-like quality in written language, appears to be a property 
characterized primarily by the presence of collocations and/or sentence stems 
rather than by actual idioms. In second language performance, idiomaticity is 
further characterized by the absence of grammatical errors and by the use of 
quantitatively appropriate amounts of certain language-specific features, such as 
#*ra&a2(?er1&(3r(#er&3na2(#r3n3$n&C(a&(6e)(2ar/e26($n+den)+B+ed<@although fluency 
is possible without grammatical accuracy, idiomaticity is not. Idiomaticity then 
becomes an excellent indicator of bilingual system proficiency. (p. 68) 
 
How does a learner understand which specific words constitute a formulaic 

sequence in a sentence? That is, which words together form a unique meaning or a 

common collocation, and which combinations make grammatically correct sentences but 

do not constitute a common sequence? Prodromou (2003) makes an interesting point 

about why more advanced learners who have studied the language may still have 

difficulty correctly using FSs. Some of the reasons he presents for this lack of acquisition 

are the use of teaching materials based on non-natural English which do not adequately 

represent idiomatic English use (Prodromou, 2003; Irujo, 1986b) and failing to teach 

collocation awareness as a strategy. He also points out that while a Vstandard English”( 

(p. 47) may be desirable, what makes up standard English? What FSs should be included 

or excluded? The ability to understand natural, idiomatic English comes from 
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comprehending not only the form and meaning of FSs but also the cultural nuances of the 

FS. Research, as discussed below, has begun to address this question; yet, more studies 

that approach the question from an incidental standpoint, such as the thesis research 

reported here, are needed to flesh out how FS acquisition occurs. 

One study focusing on the difficulty of identifying FSs in a text was conducted by 

Bishop (2004). To investigate the relationship between the relative invisibility of FSs in 

texts and acquisition, Bishop looked at the effect of salient glossing of 10 FSs and 10 

one-word items during a computer-based reading exercise where subjects could click on 

hypertexted items (enhanced or not) to get a gloss. Salient FSs were looked up more than 

non-salient FSs and FSs were glossed more than one-word items. Saliency on both one-

word items and FSs resulted in higher scores for the experimental group on the 

comprehension questions which required knowledge of the targets than the control group 

whose on-screen words had no saliency. However, when FSs were considered alone the 

differences in correct answers between the treatment and control group were non-

significant. This indicates that not being able to identify a FS may negatively affect 

acquisition. Acquisition may be further impeded with two- and three-part phrasal verbs 

that may have a clause or phrase separating the verb and particle(s).   

A second study investigating FS acquisition, this time from an incidental 

standpoint, was conducted by Schmitt, Dornyei, Adolphs and Durow (2004). They 

investigated the change in incidentally acquired knowledge of FSs by 70 international 

students enrolled in a two- or three-month ESL program (this research did not consider 

type of instruction or frequency of exposure effects). Twenty target FSs were chosen 

because they generally occurred frequently in language use and occurred at least once in 
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the course material; an intentional learning element was introduced when instructors were 

asked to highlight the target FSs at least once during the course. Pre-tests showed 

participants had considerable receptive and productive mastery over the target FSs before 

beginning the course (on average 17/20 receptive and 13/20 productive). Knowledge of 

the target FSs increased on receptive measures by 12% (19/20 on average) and 

productive gains were the strongest at a 24.9%. Productive gains may appear stronger 

simply due to the larger learning room available. This study does not answer questions 

about the effects of instruction or exposure on incidental learning of FSs; however, it 

does support the previous argument that incidental learning of FSs can occur. 

To sum up, it is evident that FSs are important vocabulary elements since they can 

Nark(3ne"&(&#ee4*(a&(+d+3Na)+4(a&(Ke22(a&(4rea)e(B2$en)(&#ee4*(16(a223K+n/(4*$nk&()3(1e(

strung together, helping to free up working memory for other cognitive functions. 

Research also shows FSs can be acquired incidentally. The next section will look at the 

difficulties of acquiring a particular kind of formulaic sequence, the phrasal verb.  

The Difficult Nature of Phrasal Verbs 

 The phrasal verb (PV) as a lexical unit has often been grouped under the larger 

heading of FSs, yet this lexical item presents its own unique difficulties such as problems 

of definition, learner avoidance of use, and complexity of grammatical construction. 

These points will be discussed below. 

 As pointed out by Gardner and Davies (2007), a conclusive definition of phrasal 

verbs has not yet been reached. For the purpose of their research of the BNC, they chose 

any two-word verb+particle combination that had the particle directly adjacent or 

separated by one or more words. The Collins COBUILD Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs 
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F7^^7I(43n&+der&(#*ra&a2(?er1&(a&(V43N1+na)+3n&(3B(?er1&(K+)*(ad?er1+a2(3r(#re#3&+)+3na2(

#ar)+42e&”(F#@(?I; verbs are considered verb+preposition/prepositional particle when it is 

necessary to place a noun group after the preposition although some particles can 

function as both adverb and preposition (p. xv). For the purposes of this thesis, a working 

definition of phrasal verbs will be created by combining the two definitions by Gardner 

and Davies (2007) and the Collins COBUILD Dictionary as follows: a combination of 

any verb plus two or more adverbial or prepositional particles that may be directly 

adjacent to or separated by one or more words. 

Research indicates the difficult nature of phrasal verbs may lead to avoidance 

causing learners to choose a single word synonym instead. Avoidance occurs whether 

phrasal verbs are present in the L1 or not, although subjects whose L1 did not contain 

PVs tended to avoid them more (Dagut & Laufer, 1985; Laufer & Eliasson, 1993). In 

addition, Hulstijn and Marchena (1989) found intermediate learners tended to avoid PVs 

more than advanced learners. Three common main reasons were given for possible 

a?3+dan4e8((VFaI(GH-L2 difference, (b) L1-L2 idiomatic similarity, and (c) inherent L2 

43N#2e=+)6”(FGa$Ber(](j2+a&&3nC(HPPZC(#@ 45). So learner avoidance of PVs could happen 

where: a preference occurred for the general meaning of the one-word synonym over the 

specific meaning of the PV; the PV was seen as being too idiomatic, too similar to the 

L1, or too different from the L1; or a desire to !play it safe" resulted in the choice of the 

one-word synonym. As will be discussed, the semantics and structure of the PV may also 

lead to avoidance. 
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From a semantic perspective, phrasal verbs have what Laufer (1997) calls 

Vde4e#)+?e()ran&#aren46” (p. 25); that is, the meaning cannot always be deduced by 

ana26\+n/()*e(+n*eren)(#ar)&@(U3r(e=aN#2eC(+n()*e(&en)en4e(VTake(d3Kn()*e(133k(Br3N()*e(

&*e2B”C(take down is much more transparent and literal (Dagut & Laufer, 1985) in 

meaning than take off +n(V:"N(/3+n/()3()ake(3BB”@(:n()*e(&e43nd(&en)en4eC(take off presents 

two possible difficulties. One difficulty lies where the learner may only know one 

meaning of take off, such as referring to the removal of clothing or an airplane leaving the 

ground, but does not know the extended polysemous meaning of leave. The other 

difficulty is that the form may be completely unfamiliar to the learner making it difficult 

to recognize the two words together have a unique meaning. 

In addition, phrasal verbs present another range of grammatical difficulties. The 

Collins COBUILD dictionary (2002) sums it up nicely:  

there are restrictions on the positions in which an adverb can be placed in relation 
to the object of a verb. Some particles, such as about, over, round, and through 
can be used as both adverbs and prepositions in particular phrasal verb 
combinations, although in other combinations they are restricted to one word class 
only, either adverb or preposition but not both. Some phrasal verbs are not 
normally used with pronouns as objects, others are normally only used with 
pronouns as objects. (p. v) 

 

Often for each PV the learner must memorize these restrictions, or incidentally learn 

them. Each PV is subject to being transitive or intransitive thus possibly requiring a direct 

object. In addition, some PVs can be separated by a noun, pronoun, or phrase, such as 

bring it back or the much longer take the library book that is two weeks overdue back to 

the library. Students must memorize which PVs can be separated and which cannot. 
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Passive forms are also possible for some, such as my time was eaten up by the computer 

crash.  

Other difficulties lie in collocation, generation and use. Phrasal verbs can have 

strong collocations, such as break up with SOMEONE and not break up with 

SOMETHING, which must be memorized as part of the form. The frequency lists 

provided by Gardner and Davies (2007) offer guidance to L2 English learners as to which 

PVs are important to know. A second problem relates to newly generated PVs which, 

when subject to nativelike selection (Pawley & Syder, 1983), may or may not be 

accepted. However, the adverbial and prepositional particles of phrasal verbs have 

particular meanings and are often the basis for new formations which is helpful to the 

language learner in both creating and comprehending PVs. The pragmatic knowledge of 

when to use phrasal verbs lends yet another challenge: PV use tends to occur in informal, 

spoken settings although some are completely acceptable in formal settings; however, it 

depends on the formality of the situation and again brings _aK2e6(and(J6der"&(FHPQZI(

nativelike selection and use into play. All of these difficulties can be daunting for learners 

to overcome in the process of incorporating this new type of lexical item to their 

productive vocabulary. Exposure to PVs may help deepen knowledge leading to a 

reduction in avoidance and a more confident use. This thesis study investigated whether 

incidental exposure to PVs through reading can help incrementally increase knowledge of 

the target PVs.  
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Incidental Acquisition of Phrasal Verbs through Reading 

 The survey of research above has examined both incidental and intentional 

learning contexts and showed that reading does contribute to vocabulary acquisition. The 

research highlights the importance of frequently meeting new lexis in comprehensible 

texts. The usefulness of learning lexis through oral interaction was also outlined although 

more experimental support for this theoretical position is needed. At the time of writing, 

no studies have been found that specifically target the acquisition of phrasal verbs in an 

incidental learning context. Phrasal verbs have been included as targets in reading studies 

(Bishop, 2004), but were grouped with other kinds of formulaic sequences and idioms. 

Other studies have looked at the difficulty of PV use and avoidance related to the 

existence, or not, of PVs in the first language (Hulstijn & Marchena, 1989; Laufer & 

Eliasson, 1993). A dedicated study will allow for considerations in the testing and 

treatment to be sensitive to the unique nature of phrasal verbs. This thesis study 

investigated the effects of learning PVs with a reading task followed by oral discussion. 

This study is unique in that the longitudinal design and in-class component of the 

methodology, with discussion and related activities, more closely mimics a real L2 

classroom reading situation. Thus results are indicative of what teachers and learners can 

expect in the everyday classroom. While previous research of incidentally acquired 

vocabulary has followed a read and immediate test design, the format of this study used a 

different model by including post-reading activities that occur before tests of PV 

knowledge are administered, which may cause additional uncontrolled exposures to the 

targets beyond those available in the experimental reading passages. In other words, this 

sequence, which is closer to the actual exposure to the targets learners would get in the 
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classroom, means that only the text input exposure will be controlled but additional 

activity-related exposure cannot be. As outlined in the methodology section, variables 

such as time on task, written instructions, and input from the teacher speaking, were 

carefully controlled. The three research questions being investigated in this study follow: 

1. Will eight repetitions of phrasal verbs in written text be sufficient for incidental 

acquisition to occur (recognizing that learners will have additional exposures to 

the target words during the follow-up activities)?   

2. Will depth of knowledge for unknown phrasal verbs and unknown one-word 

verbs be equal after eight contextual exposures through written text and 

comprehension-focused follow-up activities?  

3. Are targets that are explained during communicative interaction acquired more 

deeply than words that are not given this kind of attention? 

 
The following hypotheses were proposed: 
 
Hypothesis 1: Previous research shows an exposure frequency of eight repetitions of a 

lexical item within written text may lead to incidental acquisition (Horst, Cobb & Meara, 

1998). It was predicted eight exposures to phrasal verbs in an incidental learning setting 

that also included possible exposures to the words during oral interaction tasks would be 

sufficient for a form-meaning connection to be made leading to surface recognition of 

phrasal verbs as represented by a change in YES items on the self-rated test.  

 

Hypothesis 2: It was expected that unknown single word items would be acquired more 

deeply than phrasal verbs although unknown phrasal verbs would show some level of 

learning. Difficulty of acquisition was expected due to the more complex two-word 
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structure of phrasal verbs which required more processing than the one-word verbs. To 

my knowledge only Bishop (2004) has compared the ease of acquisition of multi-word 

formulaic sequences with one-word items although he used saliency to aid acquisition; 

hence, this investigation sheds light on the unanswered question of incidental acquisition 

of multi-word formulaic sequences compared to one-word items. 

 
Hypothesis 3: Target items learners asked about were expected to be acquired more 

dee#26(d$e()3()*e(Ba4)()*a)()*e&e(+)eN&(d+re4)26(4aNe(+n)3()*e(2earner"&(aKarene&&(a&(1e+n/(

unknown. As Bishop (2004) showed, saliency can lead to deeper acquisition. In Bis*3#"&(

4a&eC()*e(2earner"&(aKarene&&(that )*e()ar/e)(+)eN"&(Nean+n/(Ka&($nkn3Kn(Nade(+)(&a2+en)(

to the learner. For this thesis study, explanations given by other learners, as the teacher 

directed any questions about meaning to other participants, would also add salience. 

Research by de la Fuente (2002) showed that acquisition of negotiated items was greater 

than non-negotiated items.    
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Chapter 2: Method 

Purpose 
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the effectiveness of reading 

activities on the incidental acquisition of eight phrasal verbs (PVs) compared to a set of 

eight low-frequency one-word verbs. The small but important lexical category of PVs 

was chosen because it has not been investigated widely. As noted in the literature review, 

previous research reported above which looked at incidental acquisition has tended to 

focus on nouns, verbs and adjectives, and almost always on individual lexical items. 

Pilot Study 
 To investigate the feasibility of the thesis experiment, a pilot study was carried 

out as part of the teaching curriculum in a regular communicative classroom. The positive 

learning results indicated a more controlled experiment would be worthwhile. 

Methodological strengths and weaknesses also became evident through the pilot study; 

these informed the design of the thesis experiment. For these reasons, a brief overview of 

the pilot study is presented below. 

Research Questions and Methodology. The research questions investigated in the 

pilot study were similar to those outlined at the end of Chapter 1. The pilot study took 

place in an intact class of seven high beginner/intermediate ESL learners of various L1 

backgrounds in a communicative classroom environment in a Montreal community 

centre. As part of a communicative general English class, the students read eight short 

mystery stories for homework which had been adapted to include 10 target phrasal verbs 

and nine one-word items resulting in eight unique contextual encounters after all eight 

stories were read. The goal was to determine the extent each type of item was acquired as 

measured by performance measures administered after the learners had read the stories. 
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The read-and-test design has been previously used in incidental vocabulary studies (see 

Chapter 1) and is also used in the reported thesis study. 

Target Items. Target items were selected as likely to be unfamiliar to learners 

based upon native intuition and experience. Some of the targets were chosen due to their 

natural occurrence in the stories. The experimental targets included 10 phrasal verbs and 

nine one-word targets comprising nouns, verbs and adjectives that were built into the 

short mystery stories. Examples of the target phrasal verbs included break up with, gulp 

down, and count on. Lexical frequency profiling of the stories conducted using software 

available at www.lextutor.ca identified nine infrequent one-word targets including nouns, 

verbs and adjectives. Examples of one-word items are cabin, husky and assert. Another 

determining factor for choosing the targets was the ease of inserting the words into the 

stories for a frequency count of eight. In addition, 10 single word and phrasal verb 

control items naturally occurring once only across the eight stories were used. A total of 

29 lexical items were tested in the pilot study. The pilot study compared phrasal verb 

acquisition to verbs, nouns and adjectives. To increase validity in the thesis study, items 

of the same word class were compared: phrasal verbs and one-word verbs. No other parts 

of speech were tested. 

Issues with the pilot study target words were identified through observation or 

discussion with the students after the post-testing. One of the target words, alibi, was a 

French cognate that was not identified until a participant pointed it out during the post-

testing. Some of the phrasal verbs were more common than the researcher had imagined, 

such as break up with. Careful selection of the target words is necessary to ensure they 

are low frequency items and are not cognate with French. 

http://www.lextutor.ca/
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Reading Treatment. The eight stories were assigned as homework reading over 

eight classes, one per class, within the context of a larger communicative class. Students 

were asked to attempt to solve the mystery but not to consult a dictionary while reading. 

Each class began by the students discussing the story and solution. If questions arose 

about vocabulary, the teacher (and researcher) avoided explaining the words and directed 

students to discuss the meanings with each other. Pilot study students were allowed to 

keep all paper copies of the stories which meant they could re-read them; this design flaw 

raises questions about experimental validity since time on task and exposure to items 

were not strictly controlled. This problem was avoided in the thesis experiment by not 

allowing students to retain copies of the stories. 

Directing students to discuss unknown meanings with each other was an effective 

strategy. The teacher observed students examining the context of the sentence and 

consulting with their partners or other students to often successfully determine the 

$nkn3Kn(K3rd"&(Nean+n/@(J)$den)&(#r+Nar+26(a&ked(A$e&)+3n&(a13$)()ar/e)(+)eN&@(T*+&(

showed the target words were sufficiently difficult and that the written medium of 

delivery made unknown targets salient. Negotiation helped enable students to correctly 

deduce meanings. The same strategy was used in the thesis experiment.   

The delivery of the stories was changed in the thesis study. Instead of one 

homework reading per class, participants read two stories during class time and, as 

mentioned, they were not allowed to take a copy of the story home. Unrelated 

communicative activities were conducted as a break between the stories for the following 

reasons. Most importantly, an unrelated activity helps remove the target vocabulary from 

ea4*(&)$den)"&(K3rk+n/(NeN3r6(1e)Keen()rea)Nen)&@(Ur3N(a(#eda/3/+4a2(#er&#e4)+?eC()*e(
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change of activity makes the class more interesting for students and eases the potentially 

heavy cognitive load of solving a mystery story in a non-native language. Instead of a 

communicative based general English class, the reading was the main focus of the class 

and time on task was held consistent across each activity. The restriction on dictionary 

use remained to help ensure the source of learning was solely the exposure in the texts.  

Quantitative Tests. The following tests were used as pre- and post-test measures of 

vocabulary knowledge in the pilot experiment. The pilot test quantitative measures 

generally showed positive learning gains. Comprehensive results of the pilot study tests 

are not reported since these measures were altered or omitted from the thesis study for 

reasons outlined below.  

1. Oda#)ed(?er&+3n(3B(Da)+3n"&(Ge?e2&(Te&)(F7^^HI8(Ten(A$e&)+3n&(Kere(#3&ed($&+n/(

the same layout as the Levels Test of presenting six unknown words to be 

matched with three possible definitions. See sample item below. There were a 

total of 60 one-word items and phrasal verbs presented. The 29 target items were 

randomly scattered throughout. The definitions were either correct answers or 

unrelated distracters. The test effectiveness was lowered by an oversight wherein 

the same set of distracters was used repetitively through the test questions. The 

Levels test question format was used to test receptive knowledge of the target 

items in the pilot study and in the thesis study reported below.  

A sample item is as follows: 
1 abruptly 
2 clean out __ take all the money and valuables 
3 fuming __ to be extremely, but quietly angry 
4 ransom __ change your position to standing, not sitting or lying 
5 scowl 
6 stand up 
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2. Short answer test: Students were asked to answer 29 short answer questions using 

a provided word. The particle(s) of the phrasal verbs were not provided to help 

determine if students had acquired both the meaning of the phrasal verb and the 

associated particle. This appeared to be an effective test of deep acquisition of 

collocation as well as productive knowledge of phrasal verb form. This test was 

used again in the thesis study but only in post- and delayed post-tests. Here are 

some examples highlighting the difference between the pre- and post-test answers 

from the pilot study: 

Target PV: clean out  
Test question: Michelle knows a family who was robbed on Christmas 
Day. Do you know anyone who was robbed? (clean) 
Pre-test: Yes, I do, in Brazil almost all my friends was robbed. I know the 
case which the house was totally clean. 
Post-)e&)8(ke&C()*e(r311er(42ean(3$)(N6(Br+end"&(*3$&e@( 

 
Target PV: turn up 
Te&)(A$e&)+3n8(J3Ne(#e3#2e(d3n")(2+ke surprises. What about you? Do you 
like people to phone before they visit? (turn) 
Pre-)e&)8(ke&C(:(d3n")(2+ke(#e3#2e()*a)()$rn(3?erl(K+)*3$)()e22+n/(Ne(a(K3rd@( 
Post-test: I really hate when people turn up without calling me before. 
*Note that the student correctly provided a particle although the intended 
phrasal verb was turn up. 
 

3. Word order test: Students had to put ten jumbled sentences, testing only phrasal 

verbs, in the correct order. This test helped show whether the participants could 

correctly identify the phrasal verb particle(s) as part of the verb and if the 

particle(s) could be correctly placed in the sentence. Several students found this 

test extremely difficult and it took a long time. This test was not used again as the 
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difficulty of this type of test and time constraints unduly strained participants. 

Here are some example answers provided by students during the pilot study: 

*I spent out at home, hanging all weekend. 
*The audience was boring so the concert walked out. 
*I will try to spell out &3(63$(d3n")($nder&)and(+)@ 
*A thief cleaned out my entered apartment and me. 

   
Limitations. Several limitations were identified within the methodology of the 

pilot study. As described above, the quantitative measures were found to be either poorly 

constructed (as in the case of overusing the same distracters in the adapted Levels Test), 

were too long (as in the short answer test), or were too difficult (as in the jumbled 

sentence exercise). The two main issues which arose from not pre-testing the target items, 

namely limited room to demonstrate growth due to the presence of high-frequency items 

or the inclusion of cognates, are easily avoided by more careful target word selection.  

 Finally, the choice to assign the reading exercises as homework led to several 

issues corrected in the study related below. It was observed as the pilot study continued 

that several students were not completing the homework reading assignments. At the 

beginning of class some students would sit in silence reading while their partners waited 

to discuss the solution. However, this was informative as I could determine how long it 

takes a student to silently read a story. By allowing the students to keep a copy of the 

stories, the possibility existed for students to compare the stories or to re-read the texts 

outside the class, thus threatening the experimental control over frequency of exposure of 

eight times. In addition, since the students read the stories at home they may have used 

dictionaries to look up unknown or partially known words. The thesis study below 

corrected these limitations by only allowing access to paper copies of the stories during 

class time without dictionary use. To ensure all students received equal exposure, the 
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stories were read out loud once by the teacher and then equal time on task was allotted to 

solve each of the mystery stories.  

Thesis Study Methodology  
Setting 

The experiment was conducted in a classroom-based setting in an Ontario LINC 

(Landed Immigrants and Newcomers) centre. The main focus of the class was reading.  

Learners were told the experiment was to investigate the effect of reading on 

language ability but they were not aware that lexis was the focus of the research.   

Participants  
Participants consisted of one intact group of 16 intermediate and advanced adult 

ESL learners gathered from several classes at the LINC centre. Students came from 

diverse language backgrounds, such as Russian, Filipino, Urdu, French, Bulgarian, and 

Amharic. They had been in Canada for an average of two years. Students had studied 

English for an average of 3.2 years. Although 16 students participated in the learning 

activities, only 14 students completed all of the experimental measures. 

The majority of students were LINC level 5 (Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB) 

5, 6 or intermediate), two students were LINC level 6 (CLB 6, 7 or upper intermediate) 

and two students were LINC level 7 (CLB 7, 8 or advanced). Pre-testing was carried out 

to ensure learners did not know the target vocabulary items used in the study. Details of 

the pre-tests are outlined below.  

The intermediate group presented greater potential in terms of !learning room" as this 

population typically has a greater amount of unknown vocabulary than advanced learners. 

Using only the intermediate learners to achieve an ideal group of the same level would 

have resulted in a substantially reduced sample size. Including the upper intermediate and 
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advanced learners to increase the sample size is a recognized limitation of this study. 

Statistical adjustments were not felt necessary for the advanced level learners as they 

represented only two of the 14 students included in the final analysis. 

Design. This comparison study uses a pre-/post-test design. As described above, the 

experimental treatment entailed reading eight stories with embedded learning targets 

followed by pair then class discussion to solve the mystery. Students were randomly 

placed with a new partner each class as much as possible. Pairs had access to the texts 

during the follow-up activities, which was more ecologically valid as an authentic 

classroom reading task. Although the additional exposures during the follow-up tasks 

were uncontrolled, the presentation of the targets in eight unique written contexts was 

maintained. A baseline control group was not included since it has been established by 

the research reported above that exposure to input leads to acquisition. Hence, 

comparison to a group that has not been exposed to the input would not provide new 

research insights. This study compared the effects of written exposure coupled with oral 

negotiation on acquisition of two different kinds of lexical items. 

Materials 
Selection of Target Words. Three criteria were used in selecting eight PVs and 

eight one-word target items: low frequency in English, opaqueness, and suitability to 

story content. Pre-tests were used to ensure the target items were unknown to participants 

(described below). 

In addition to the PV frequency list in the article by Gardner and Davies (2007), 

another resource for unearthing the frequency of PVs came from the Collins COBUILD 

Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (2002). This dictionary outlines the polysemous meanings of 
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48 particles showing detailed nuances of meaning. The associated headwords commonly 

collocating for each particle are also listed. A frequency of occurrence number for each 

particle is provided for the number of times it occurs in the dictionary. Both lists were 

used in selecting suitable, low frequency PVs for the study. The second criterion, 

opaqueness of meaning, was operationalized as follows. According to the Collins 

COBUILD Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (2002), PVs have four main combinations (p. vi) 

which are: 

! Non-literal where the meaning is not easily understood by individual parts or 
the combination of the parts, for example, go off = explode 

! Fixed particle where the verb and preposition or adverb are common 
collocations or commonly occur together for a particular meaning, for 
example, lead to 

! Completive-+n)en&+?e&(K*ere(V)*e(#ar)+42e(d3e&(n3)(4*an/e()*e(Nean+n/(3B()*e 
verb, but is used to suggest that the action described by the verb is performed 
)*3r3$/*26C(43N#2e)e26C(3r(43n)+n$3$&26”(F#@(?+IC(B3r(e=aN#2eC(slave away 

! Literal or semi-literal where the meaning is easily understood and the verb and 
particle(s) commonly collocate together although both verb and particle(s) can 
be found in other combinations with different meanings, for example, fight 
back and hit back 

 
Non-2+)era2(#*ra&a2(?er1&C(a&(i$d/ed(16()*e(re&ear4*er"&(na)+?e(+n)$+)+3nC(Kere(4*3&en(

since it was hypothesized their opaque nature would make it necessary to guess the 

meanings from context. Finally, as learned from the pilot study, efforts were made to 

keep as many naturally occurring words in the stories as possible among the total set of 

16 target items.  

The one-word target items chosen for the pre-test were low-frequency verbs 

occurring within the 9,000 level of most frequent English words; this list is one of 15 

frequency lists compiled by Nation (2006) based upon the British National Corpus 

(BNC). Care was taken to exclude Greco-Latin cognates.   
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 As previously mentioned, there are varying views on the amount of known word 

coverage needed in a text before comprehension is impeded; Laufer and Ravenhorst-

9a23?&k+"& research (2010) identified 95% as the minimum, Nation (2006) places the 

limit at 98%, while Schmitt, Jiang & Grabe (March, 2008) also cited 98% as the lowest 

limit of known words in a text. Laufer and Ravenhorst-Kalovski cite 98% as the optimal 

reading level. The mystery stories averaged 367 words in length. Therefore, 16 unknown 

words represent 4.4% of 367 possible unknown words per story which falls within the 

acceptable range of 5% unknown items (making 95% of text coverage as known words).  

 Targets were pre-selected as outlined above and written into the eight target texts. 

Each item appeared once in each story resulting in eight unique exposures across the 

stories. 

Selection of Experimental Texts. The same original set of experimental texts used 

in the pilot study was used for the thesis study although adapted as outlined below. The 

texts consisted of eight short one-page mystery stories. These stories were adapted from 

the book Two Minute Mysteries (Sobol, 1967). These texts were considered ideal as the 

original intended audience was native-English speaking elementary school children, 

hence it was assumed the level of vocabulary, the grammatical constructions, and the 

difficulty of the mystery to solve would be at a level appropriate to the English language 

a1+2+)6(3B()*+&(&)$d6"&(#ar)+4+#ants. In addition, presenting eight unique stories ensured the 

target items were met in eight unique contexts which more closely mimics natural 

reading. Re-reading the same text eight times would give identical contextual encounters 

(Pigada & Schmitt, 2006) and is a technique used more for instructed learning as opposed 

to learning in the natural reading environment this thesis study aimed to create.  
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Mystery stories were chosen in order to give learners a purpose when reading the 

text as well as keep their focus on overall text comprehension of the plot rather than 

particular words. While it is noted that linguistic clues are necessary to solve the mystery 

and this may result in some focused attention on the meaning of individual lexical items, 

no special attention was drawn to any lexical items. Instead, solving the mystery was 

intended as the overall motivating task with a small reward of a candy to any participant 

who found the solution.  

The original texts were kept as authentic as possible. To increase the ease of ESL 

reading, changes such as speaker identification or setting change markers were added. 

The stories were analyzed using the lexical frequency profiling program available on the 

Lextutor website (www.lextutor.ca) in order to ensure that all context words, except the 

targets, were among the 2,000 most frequent words of English according to lists based on 

the BNC (Nation, 2006). Lexical items outside the 2,000 most frequent were replaced 

with substitutions selected by native intuition with the assistance of an ESL dictionary. 

Dependant clauses were added explaining necessary content words above the 2,000 level. 

Minor changes were made, only where necessary, to adjust the grammatical difficulty to 

match a high-beginner/low-intermediate level of English. All changes were judged as 

acceptable by two experienced ESL teachers.  

 Adding new sentences or rewriting existing sentences was necessary to add in the 

eight repetitions of the target words necessary to meet the frequency of exposure 

criterion. These additions were written carefully to match the voice of the original author, 

grammatical difficulty, and tense. The texts were read by at least one native English 
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speaker to judge the success oB(add+n/(+n()*e(neK(&en)en4e&@(!Success" meant that the 

judge felt the text flowed smoothly and no sentences were unusual or out of place. 

An excerpt of the original text and modified text are below. This sample reflects 

how the original text was changed to add in redundancy for ease of understanding, 

speaker identification, one expansion sentence pointing to the meaning of the target 

bicker, and the addition of target vocabulary.  

!"#$%& () *+& (,-.-/"% *&0* ),(# *+& 1*(,2 34+& 5"1& () *+& #-11-/. 67**(/89 
VJ*e(+&n")(#3&+)+?e-she saw only your back. But this missing button proves you 

d+d(+)@(G$4k+26C(M+&&(Sa&e6(+&n")(1ad26(*$r)@(D3KC(K*ere"&(*er(#$r&ea” 
VMa))6(ke#)(+n&+&)+n/(*e(d+dn")(kn3K(a()*+n/(a13$)()*e(&2$//+n/(and()*eB)C”()*e(

inspector told Dr. Haledjian later. 
VD3(d3$1)C”(&a+d(;a2edi+anC(V)*e(136(*ad(&3Ne(&+22y alibi about where he was 

K*en(M+&&(Sa&e6(Ka&(&2$//ed(and(r311eda” 
Vc+/*)@(;e(42a+N&(*e(/3)(a(n3)e()3(1e(+n()*e(&4*332(13+2er(r33N(a)()enmfifteen 

minutes before Miss Casey was assaulted. He hung out for half an hour, but nobody 
)$rned($#@” 

V:()r$&)(63$(Nade(an(arre&)a”(a&ked(;a2edi+an@ 
 
:(;-)-&; *&0* 71&; -/ *+& 1*7;2 -/5%7;-/. *",.&* -*&#1 ),(# *+& 1*(,2 34+& 5"1& () 
*+& #-11-/. 67**(/89 4",.&* -*&#1 ",& 7/;&,%-/&;9 4+& &0$"/1-(/ 1&/*&/5& -1 -/ 
italics. 

Inspector Winters scrawled Ma))6"&(an&Ker(+n(*+&(n3)e133k(and(re#2+edC(VJ*e(+&n")(
positivemshe saw only your back. But this missing button proves you did it. Luckily, 
M+&&(Sa&e6(+&n")(1ad26(*$r)@(D3KC(63$(d3n")(Kan)()3(bicker with me, do you? <&*=1 /(* 
fight. Te22(NeC(K*ere"&(*er(1a/a” 
 VMa))6(ke#)(&a6+n/(*e(d+dn")(kn3K(a()*+n/(a13$)()*e(r311er6@(;e(&a+d(*e(salts 
away N3ne6(Br3N(*+&(i31(and(K3$2dn")(r31(&3Ne3ne(B3r(N3ne6C”()*e(+n&#e4)3r()32d(Er@(
Halliday later.  
 VD3(d3$1)C”(&a+d(;a22+da6C(V)*e(136(*ad(&3Ne(&+226(&)3r6(a13$)(K*ere(*e(Ka&(
when Miss Casey was *+)(and(r311eda” 
 Inspector Winters stifled a(6aKn@(Vc+/*)@(;e(42a+N&(*e(/3)(a(n3)e()3(1e(+n()*e(
&4*332(13+2er(r33N(a)()en(3"4234kmfifteen minutes before Miss Casey was robbed. 
Students almost never go to the boiler room because it is hot there. He frittered away half 
an(*3$rC(1$)(n313d6(&*3Ked($#@” 
 V:(/$e&&(63$(sussed out who did it. Are the papers drawn upa(Ge)"&(nab the 
&)$den)(Ba&)@”(&a+d(;a22+da6@ 
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Quantitative Measures: Overview. As referenced above in the breakdown of the 

nine levels of knowing a word in Nation (2001), knowledge of a word involves receptive 

and productive aspects covering form, meaning and use. Word knowledge ranges from 

the more shallow aspects of knowledge, such as word form recognition, to deeper aspects 

such as collocations or constraints on use. In order to test the effectiveness of reading as a 

means for incidental vocabulary acquisition to occur, it is necessary to test both receptive 

and productive knowledge. Accordingly, the tests chosen for the post- and delayed post-

tests reflected both types of vocabulary knowledge within the three aspects outlined by 

Nation (form, meaning, and use). Pre-tests were used to collect data for target word 

selection and level checking of the participants. For all pre- and post-testing learners 

worked on one test at a time. In other words, when a learner completed a test, he/she 

handed it in to the teacher and received the next test. This allowed learners to complete 

the test in their own time. Any learners who finished all tests while others were still 

working were allowed to go on break. 

Pre-Test 1: Self-Rated Protocol. The test was a self-rated protocol also employed 

in Horst (2005). In this protocol, a list of 200 words including phrasal verbs, verbs, 

nouns, adjectives and adverbs were presented to participants. Participants checked one of 

three choices for each word: YES (I know what this word means), NO (I do not know 

what this word means), or NS (I think I know what this word means but I am not sure). 

Nouns, adjectives and adverbs were included to help mask the intended target items. 

Most of the students marked target vocabulary items NO or NS; of the 16 targets, only 

three PVs and no one-word verbs were marked YES by ¾ of the students. Hence the 

selection of vocabulary described above appears to have succeeded in identifying words 
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learners did not already know for inclusion in the stories. This test assessed receptive 

knowledge only. A sample of 10 test items appears below (pack in, bicker and swill down 

are target words); the full test is available in Appendix B.  

!

 F igure 1: Self-rated pre-test example  

Pre-4&1* >? @"*-(/=1 <&A&%1 4&1*9 Participants were tested on the receptive and 

#r3d$4)+?e(HC^^^()3(TC^^^(2e?e2&(3B(Da)+3n"&(F7^^HI(Ge?e2&(Te&)(&+n4eC(1arr+n/()*e()ar/e)(

words, the stories contained words from among the 2,000 level. This test was used to 

ascertain whether all participants were at roughly the same level of vocabulary 

knowledge breadth. As expected, most intermediate students tested at roughly the same 

level with the advanced students showing greater vocabulary knowledge breadth. The 

mean score on the section of the test that samples knowledge at the 2,000 frequency level 
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was 26.69 (SD 2.94) for the receptive section and 11.56 (SD 3.41) for the productive 

section; a maximum score of 30 was possible for each of the receptive and productive 

tests for each frequency level. The mean score on the 3,000 frequency level was 21.5 of a 

possible 30 (SD 5.67) for the receptive test and 6.13 of a possible 30 (SD 5.16) for the 

receptive test. Thus, it can be assumed the stories were comprehensible to the readers in 

terms of their known-word content. 

Post-test Receptive Test 1: Self-Rated Protocol. Basic form and meaning 

recognition was tested using the same self-rated protocol as the pre-test in order to judge 

if the items marked NO or NS on the pre-test had moved to the YES column. Question 

items were re-ordered in the post- and delayed post-test versions. 

 Post-test Receptive Test 2: Multiple Choice Definition Match. The multiple choice 

defini)+3n(Na)4*()e&)(Ka&(N3de2ed(3n()*e(Da)+3n"&(Ge?e2&()e&)(a&(de&4r+1ed(a13?e(+n()*e(

pilot study section. Students were given 10 questions to answer. Each question contained 

six items consisting of one target phrasal verb, one target one-word verb, and four 

distracters. Three definitions were provided for matching the items to, with two of the 

definitions matching the two targets. This test measured ability to recognize word forms 

and their definitions. The entire test can be seen in Appendix C. 

  Post-test Productive Test: Sentence Writing. As in the pilot study, participants 

were prompted to write a sentence using a specific verb. A prompt was given with the 

verb to be used in brackets at the end, as in the pilot study example above. For phrasal 

verbs, the depth of the form-meaning connection made was tested by only providing the 

verb headword and not the collocating particle thus requiring students to provide the 

particle in their answer. The entire test can be seen in Appendix D. 
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Procedures 
Instructional Treatment. The experiment took place during eight classes of 90 minutes 

each over a period of four weeks. The instructional treatment occurred during five of the 

eight research classes; only the four classes falling between days two to five presented 

targets in the stories. Table 1 outlines the experimental schedule. 

Table 1 
 Experimental Schedule of Classes 
Class Number Week  Class Description 

1 1 Pre-test and biographical data collection 
2 1 Instructional treatment story 1 & 2 
3 2 Instructional treatment story 3 & 4 
4 2 Instructional treatment story 5 & 6 
5 3 Instructional treatment story 7 & 8 
6 3 Post-tests 
7 4 Two decoy instructional stories 
8 4 Delayed post-tests 

 
All students underwent the same instructional treatments, testing, and initial 

biographical information gathering. Each instructional class was split into three segments 

of time with a story read in the first and last segment. During the story segments 

participants discussed two global warm-up questions, read along while a one-page 

mystery story was read aloud by the teacher, and then proceeded to try and solve the 

mystery. Learners were given 10 minutes to find a solution through discussion in pairs, 

which was recorded for later analysis. This was followed by a five-minute class 

discussion to reveal the N6&)er6"&(solution which was also recorded. As mentioned 

above, the oral discussion component of the experiment was likely to increase exposure 

through oral use of the target items. Time on task and exposure to the written targets were 

carefully controlled. All students who guessed the correct solution were given a candy. 

Table 2 outlines the instructional class plan. 
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Table 2 
 Instructional Class Plan 
Step Time Description 

1 10 mins. Warm up discussion on topic related to story (eg. jealousy, outdoor 
activities, etc.) 

2 2 mins. Paper copy of the story was distributed 
3 5 mins. Story was read aloud by the teacher 
4 10 mins. Pairs of students were recorded discussing the possible solution to the 

mystery 
5 5 mins. Short class discussion on the solution to the mystery, also recorded 
6 10 mins. Short unrelated communicative activity 
7 40 mins. Steps 1-8 were repeated for the second story 

 
All activities were carefully designed to not include any targets in the questions or 

instructions. Although the teacher took care not to use the target items at any time, one 

target, nab, was inadvertently used once by the teacher when addressing the class.  

The stories were read aloud to ensure that any learners who knew the sound of a word 

but not the written form would be able to make the form-meaning connection and hence 

increase understanding of the story. Reading aloud also ensured that the stories were read 

in their entirety and at the same rate by all learners (following a method used by Horst, 

Cobb & Meara, 1998).    

Unrelated communicative tasks, such as surveys and unrelated communicative 

discussion activities, were carried out between the readings of the two stories. The 

activities were intended to help 42ear()*e()ar/e)(+)eN&(Br3N()*e(&)$den)&" minds (Hulstijn, 

2003) and also gave a cognitive break so students would not be overwhelmed by reading 

and solving two stories in a row.  

As in the pilot study, any questions about vocabulary items were not answered by the 

teacher but redirected to other students. Asking questions about unknown words meant 

that any questions about targets increased frequency of exposure and salience of those 

specific targets for all students within earshot. If any student asked about an item, the 
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+)eN(and(&)$den)"&(naNe(Kere recorded for use in answering the third research question 

about student questions increasing salience. This data was collected from the recordings 

made during discussions. Dictionaries were not allowed in order to help ensure any 

incidental learning occurred from the in-class reading treatment only and not other 

influences. Participants did not receive copies of the stories to study outside of the class.   

Testing Schedule. Due to class scheduling, long breaks between the post- and delayed 

post-tests were not possible but it was hoped that the one week which elapsed was 

sufficient to claim the item had entered long-term memory (Hulstijn, 2003). The first 

treatment class occurred two days after the pre-test was administered. The post-tests 

occurred at spaced intervals. The immediate post-test occurred two days after the last 

treatment class. Although it appears less than ideal, this two day break mimics real-life 

learning where students may not be required to immediately recall and use an item they 

were incidentally exposed to. The delayed post-test occurred one week after the post-test 

with one intervening reading treatment class between; the intervening class texts did not 

contain any target words. Due to the week delay between testing, the same measures were 

used for both the immediate and delayed post-test although the order of questions was 

changed on each test.  

Table 3 
Order of Post-Tests for Immediate and Delayed Post-tests 
Test Order Test Description 

1 Self-rated Protocol 
2 Multiple Choice Definition Match 
3 Sentence Writing 

 
Recorded Data Collection. Recordings were made during pair and class discussions to 

solve the mystery. These recordings were reviewed later to identify how the target items 
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were negotiated, whether discussed for meaning, used naturally during discussion, or 

overheard, as well as to count the number of negotiations of each target item. 

Analysis 
Answering research question 1, which considered whether incidental acquisition 

would occur from eight repetitions of the targets in the written text, began with a raw 

count of the YES (I know this word) answers for each student on the self-rated pre-, post- 

and delayed post-tests for the 16 target PVs and one-word verbs. Evidence of a 

form+meaning connection being made was measured by changes in numbers of YES 

answers on the self-rated test. The means of the numbers of YES (I know this word) 

answers were calculated for each test across the experiment. To confirm the patterns 

suggested by the means, a repeated measures ANOVA was used. Post-hoc t-tests were 

used to identify whether the differences in the data for the two types of words were 

statistically significant. 

The analysis of research question 2, which addressed the issue of whether the two 

types of verbs, PVs and one-word verbs, were learned to the same extent in the 

experiment, began with removing target items marked YES (I know this word) by 75% or 

more of students from the analysis. Only three target items were marked as being this 

well known; surprisingly, all three were PVs (draw up, spell out, pack in). These items 

were subsequently removed from the following calculations.  

The next step involved two independent qualified ESL teachers who marked the 

&en)en4e(Kr+)+n/()e&)&(re&$2)+n/(+n(an(a?era/e(&43re(B3r(ea4*(&)$den)"&(&en)en4e(Kriting 

answers. The marking scheme is as follows: a full mark of 1 was awarded for 

grammatically and semantically correct use of the target word; half marks of 0.5 were 

awarded for correct semantic use but incorrect syntactic use, such as incorrect placement 
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of the phrasal verb particle; and a score of 0 was given for incorrect semantic and 

syntactic use. In order to enter a single score into the analysis, rater mismatches were 

resolved by taking the average of the score assigned by both raters. Interrater reliability 

was 80%. Examples of student writing from the post-test follow that show the various 

marks assigned. 

Full mark of 1 awarded: 
Phrasal verb: suss out 
Question: What are police detectives good at? (suss) 
They are good at sussing out who is the real criminal. 
 
One-word verb: scrawl 
Question: How would people describe your handwriting? (scrawl) 
People generally said that I scrawl when I write. 
 
Half mark of 0.5 awarded: 
Phrasal verb: buck up 
Question: Your friend calls and is upset, what do you do? (buck) 
*I try to stay quite and buck up with her. 
 
One-word verb: flaunt 
Question: What would you do if you won two million dollars? (flaunt) 
l:(K3$2dn")(B2a$n)(a13$)(+)@ 
 
Incorrect mark of 0 awarded: 
Phrasal verb: swill down 
Question: What do some people do with their favourite drink? (swill) 
*They swill it out. 
 NOTE: The student correctly uses a particle although the wrong one. 
 
One-word verb: pelt 
Question: What month does it rain the hardest? (pelt) 
l:(d3n")(kn3KC(:(*a?e()3(#e2)(3$)@ 

NOTE: Interestingly many students added the preposition out to their 
answers for this question. 
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The sentence writing scores were used to calculate accuracy percentages for PVs 

and single word verbs for each student. Accuracy percentages for each question were 

calculated by counting the number of sentence writing questions with a score of 0.75 or 

1, representing the combined score by the raters, divided by the remaining target items of 

each type of verb (five PVs and eight one-word verbs, respectively). T-tests for matched 

samples were then used to test for differences in performance on the two types of verb.  

The final research question dealing with the interaction of the incidental written 

exposures and oral negotiation was answered by doing raw counts followed by a standard 

correlation to test for relationships between the exposures and negotiations. Oral 

negotiation included any items the learners used or (over)heard another person use; 

overhearing was judged by the researcher as the target item use being audible on the 

recording of the discussion. All targets indicated as previously known on the self-rated 

pre-test were removed per student case. The first raw count was of items each of the 14 

participants marked unknown (NO or NS) on the self-rated pre-test which were 

subsequently negotiated (used or heard by the learner). These items were then compared 

to the multiple choice and sentence writing answer data to find counts for items answered 

correctly and incorrectly on the multiple choice and sentence writing test respectively for 

both the post- and delayed post-tests. To look at these data more closely, a standard 

correlation was used where each negotiated item was correlated to the number of correct 

answers for the post and delayed post multiple choice and sentence writing tests, 

respectively. A second standard correlation was run correlating negotiated incorrect 

answers for both tests at the two time intervals.  
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Results of the experiment are presented in the following order. First, the question 

of whether the learning activities (consisting of eight written reading encounters with the 

target words and possible additional encounters during the mystery-solving) resulted in 

measurable amounts of new word learning is addressed. Then the second question, which 

considers whether phrasal verbs and one-word verbs were learned differentially, will be 

answered. Finally, the last section will report findings that address the third research 

question about the effects of oral interaction on acquisition.  

Research Question 1. Answering the question about whether eight contextual 

written exposures and comprehension-focused follow-up activities resulted in acquisition 

of the target items involved tallying numbers of YES (I know this word) answers on the 

self-rated test over the pre-, post-, and delayed post-tests. Group means for the two types 

of word targets at all three measurement points are shown in Table 4. The figures show 

PVs were better known at the outset than the single words; means for both types of items 

rise in value across the testing times pointing to knowledge increasing over time. The 

data in Table 4 are shown graphically in Figure 2.  

Table 4 
Means of YES Answers on Self-rated Test Over Time (n=14); Maximum = 8 
 PVs One-word verbs 
 Pre-test Post-test Delayed 

post-test 
Pre-test Post-test Delayed 

post-test 
M 3.28 5.14 5.64 0.86 2.86 3.86 
SD 1.12 1.88 1.50 0.86 2.14 1.82 
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F igure 2: Means of YES Answers on Self-rated Test over Time 

 
A repeated measures ANOVA indicated that there were significant differences in learner 

performance on the two types of tests (df = 1, 27, F =  18.39, p < 0.001) and over time (df 

= 2, 56, F  = 34.94, p < 0.0001) but no significant interaction. That is, performing well on 

one test, such as the PVs, did not predict or assist performance on the other test and vice 

versa. Post-hoc HSD Tukey tests showed that pre-test and post-test means for the PVs 

differed significantly (p < 0.05). The difference between the pre-test and delayed post-test 

means on this measure was also statistically significant (p < 0.05). However, although 

Figure 1 shows an increase in mean numbers of PVs rated YES over the week between 

the post-test and delayed post-test, this difference did not prove to be significant. A 

similar pattern of results was found in the case of the single-word items indicating that 

knowledge of these items increased and that gains were maintained over time: the pre- 

and post-test difference in means was statistically significant as was the difference 

between pre- and delayed post-test means. But again the difference between the post-test 
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and the delayed post-test mean was not significant (even though Figure 2 suggests that 

the difference was substantial). In summary, knowledge of both types of lexical item 

appears to have improved as a result of the experimental learning activities and gains 

appear to be stable. Of the eight PVs assessed, the mean number rated YES before the 

learning activities amounted to about three; this increased to almost six by the end of the 

experiment for a mean gain of about three PVs. The single words means also increased 

by three items, with about one rated YES at the outset and nearly four by the end. Thus, 

the hypothesis that eight contextual written exposures plus any exposures during the oral 

interactions would lead to gains in numbers of new form+meaning connections was 

confirmed.  

So far, the findings suggest that amounts of growth were similar for the two types 

of lexical items, but the comparison is somewhat limited by the fact there were different 

starting points, with PVs appearing to be better known at the outset of the experiment 

than the one-word verbs. It is also possible that learners did not self-rate their knowledge 

of the targets accurately. Outcomes based on measures that allow for more reliable 

comparisons of knowledge gains are the topic of the next section.  

Research Question 2. The second research question investigated whether eight 

contextual written exposures and comprehension-focused follow-up activities would 

result in differential depth of knowledge for PVs and one-word verbs. Comparisons based 

on two measures, one that tested productive ability and another that assessed recognition 

knowledge, are discussed in this section. In order to be able to make more valid 

comparisons, three PVs (spell out, draw up and pack in) that were previously known, 

having been marked as YES by ¾ of the participants, were left out of the analyses. 
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Results based on the five remaining PVs and eight one-word verbs (all of which were 

unknown to the participants at the outset of the study) are reported in percentages to 

allow for easy comparisons across the two kinds of lexis. Some acquisition of both types 

of items was expected to occur given previous studies of incidental vocabulary 

acquisition through reading; of particular interest here was any evidence that the more 

complex two-word targets (PVs) were more difficult to acquire. First, performance on the 

sentence writing test is reported; this productive measure was challenging to complete 

and therefore more likely to be sensitive to difficulties presented by PVs than the 

receptive measure. Learner productions such as the following from the post-test illustrate 

these challenges: 

Target PV: suss out 
Question: What are police detectives good at? (suss)   
*They are good in sussing criminals. 
 
Target PV: fritter away 
Question: Do you always like to be busy? (fritter)   
*No, I like to fritter away on the street. 
  
However, there is also ample evidence of ability to use the PVs correctly as the 

following post-test productions show.  

Target PV: salt away 
Question: Where is the best place to keep money? (salt)   
I salt away some money in bank for rainy season. 
 
Target PV: buck up 
Question: Your friend calls and is upset, what do you do? (buck)   
I buck him up to make him feel comfortable.  
 
By the end of the experimental treatment, the findings shown in Table 5 indicate 

substantial gains in knowledge for both kinds of verbs on the sentence writing test, giving 
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evidence that deep learning occurred. Learners were able to use about 40% of the 

previously unknown PVs and single words in accurate sentences. Interestingly, this 

knowledge appears to have increased slightly by the time the delayed measure was 

administered again seven days later. The lower accuracy scores for PVs on both the 

immediate and delayed post-tests suggest that they were indeed more difficult to use in 

sentences than the one-word verbs. However t-tests for matched samples revealed that 

differences in the means for the types of lexis were not statistically significant (p > 0.05).  

Table 5 
Sentence Use of Previously Unknown Words by Word Type in % (n=14) 

 
 

 

 
As expected, mean performance on the multiple-choice measure indicates greater 

gains at the form+meaning level than the more challenging productive measure. The 

percentages suggest that after the experimental treatment, learners were generally able to 

use almost half the words they had previously rated as unknown in correct sentences 

(Table 5) while a form+meaning match was generally possible with half or more words 

(Table 6). Here the figures suggest that meanings of the one-word verbs were easier to 

recognize. However, t-tests for matched samples indicated that the differences in the 

means for the two types of lexis were not statistically significant (p > 0.05).  

Table 6 
Multiple Choice Answers of Previously Unknown Words by Word Type in % (n=14) 
 Post-test Delayed post-test 
 Phrasal verbs Single verbs Phrasal verbs Single verbs 
M 52.86 50.00 70.00 58.93 
SD 34.74 27.74 32.11 23.73 
 

 Post-test Delayed post-test 
 Phrasal verbs Single verbs Phrasal verbs Single verbs 
M 38.57 43.30 45.00 53.35 
SD 26.42 18.50 24.81 20.89 
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In summary the experimentation showed that eight contextual written exposures 

and comprehension-focused follow up activities resulted in an almost equal amount of 

learning for both PVs and single word verbs as indicated by correct answers on the 

multiple choice test and the measure of ability to use the target words in sentences. Thus 

Hypothesis 2 that single word verbs would be learned more deeply than PVs was not 

confirmed.  

 Research question 3: Research question 3 investigated whether there is evidence 

that targets learners ask about are acquired more deeply than words that are not given this 

kind of attention. In answering this question, we considered any items the learners 

negotiated by using the item themselves in any way or by hearing someone nearby use 

the item as judged by the word being picked up by the microphone during recording and 

audible to the researcher upon later review of the tape. Phrasal verbs and single words 

were taken together in this analysis.  

Both PVs and single word verbs were negotiated an average of 11 times each over 

the course of the four treatment classes. Each of the four treatment classes had a total of 

30 minutes for discussion (two blocks of 15 minutes) in a 90-minute class; this means a 

total of 120 minutes were available for negotiation. Hence, with an average of 11 

negotiations each, a target was negotiated in some way every 12 minutes. Table 7 shows 

total negotiations were almost equal for each type of verb with PVs negotiated 89 times 

and one-word verbs 88 times. A more pronounced difference is seen when only items that 

had been marked as unknown by the negotiators are counted (shown in the second row of 

Table 7). As the figures show, previously unknown PVs were negotiated 55 times and 

one-word verbs 78 times.  
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Table 7 
Negotiations by Word Type in Raw Counts (n=14) 
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Table 8 
Phrasal Verb Negotiations in Raw Counts (n=14) 
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Table 9 
One-word Verb Negotiations in Raw Counts (n=14) 
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It is evident from Table 8 that several PVs that were not initially well known in 

the group were negotiated multiple times; examples are suss out, salt away, and fritter 

away. As Table 9 shows, unknown one-word verbs were negotiated much more 

frequently, with pelt, nab, fleck and scrawl receiving a great deal of attention. The 

following excerpt shows a successful negotiation of the phrasal verb draw up by three 

students where it is actively used five times.  

Student 1: But I think have the papers drawn up. Drawn up is mean, uh, write on 
the papers? 
Student 2: Draw drawn up? Maybe... 
Student 1: Write? 
Student 2: Maybe... drawn up 
J)$den)(H8(J3C(+)"&(draKn($#@(Rr+)e(&3Ne)*+n/(3n()*e(#a#er&@( 
Student 3: Yes, yes, yes, to prepare something. 
Student 1: If nothing is drawn up on the paper how can he tell that he got a note? 
 
Students 1 and 2 had marked draw up as known on the self-rated pre-test yet they 

appear to not know the meaning which was provided by Student 3 who had marked it as 
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unknown on the self-rated pre-test. Only Student 3 was not able to make the 

form+meaning connection for the post-test multiple choice measure and all three scored 

full marks for draw up on the delayed multiple choice measure. 

Negotiations did not always lead to clear inferences of word meanings as the 

following excerpt shows in a negotiation of the phrasal verb fritter away by the two 

strongest students. Student 4 had marked fritter away as unknown on the self-rated pre-

test but Student 5 had marked it known. Hence, Student 5 had surface level recognition of 

the word and possibly some level of form+meaning connection already made which is 

evident in the transcript of the negotiation. 

Student 48(JeeC(*e(&a+d(VOB)erKard&()*e(K*32e(/r3$#(dr3?e(3$)(*ere(+n(&e?era2(4arC(
3ka6C()3(ea)(*3)(d3/(and(Br+))er”@(R*a)(+&(Br+))era 
Student 5: Fritter away? 
Student 4: Fritter and eat hot dogs and fritter away time. No, no, no, I think is... 
Student 5: Yeah, the group go to eat something and wander the the...  
Student 4: Yes... Fritter... Fritter away time... 
Student 58(Ur+))er(aKa6(Na6(1e(&3NeC(&#end(&3Ne()+Ne(a)(Yenn6"&(re&)a$ran)@ 
Student 4: Uh, cause eaten... uh, I think fritter is not...I think fritter is another 
thing...fritter away 

 
 Note that Student 4 initially does not recognize fritter as belonging to the particle 

away and by the end of the exchange is unable to accept the possible definition provided 

by Student 5. Student 4 repeats the verb headword and the entire PV several times but 

finally finishes by rejecting the use of the collocating particle although he repeats the 

correct PV once more before moving on. On the post-test multiple choice measure, 

Student 4 did not correctly match fritter away to its definition but was able to do so on 

the delayed post-test; similar results were found for Student 4 on the sentence writing 

measure.  
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To determine the possible impact of amounts of negotiation on learning outcomes, 

acquisition and negotiation scores were tabulated for each of the 16 target words (PVs 

and single words taken together). Acquisition was measured in terms of the number of 

correct and incorrect answers for negotiated and non-negotiated targets on the multiple 

choice and sentence writing post- and delayed post-test measures. Thus, for example, the 

PV buck up was negotiated by 12 students. Then any students who marked this PV as 

known on the pre-test were removed from the analysis leaving seven cases of negotiation 

by learners who did not already know buck up. Next the performance of each of these 

students for the item buck up on each measure was tabulated and entered into the 

schemes shown in Tables 10 and 11. In the case of buck up, two of the seven students 

identified the meaning correctly on the multiple choice measure. This figure was then 

entered into the count for Vtargets negotiated and correctly identified” (see the first row of 

Table 10). The sentence writing post-test figures in Table 10 show many more correct 

answers for negotiated (43) than non-negotiated (9) targets. However, on the challenging 

sentence writing test, the incorrect answers for negotiated targets (90) far outweigh the 

correct answers for negotiated items (43). Thus negotiating appears to be of some use but 

it is hardly a guarantee of arriving at accurate knowledge at the level of ability to use new 

words in sentences. Table 11 shows performance on the multiple choice recognition 

measure. Generally, numbers of correct answers are higher on this less demanding 

recognition measure. As was found for the sentence results shown in Table 10, there were 

many more correct answers for negotiated (69) than for non-negotiated (16) items. 

However, in contrast to performance on the sentence task, negotiation appears to have led 

to slightly more correct (69) than incorrect (64) responses. In other words, these findings 
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suggest that negotiation is more beneficial for knowledge at the level of meaning 

recognition than the sentence use level (though it is still clearly no guarantee that the 

learning will be accurate).  

Table 10 
Negotiated and Non-Negotiated Items and Sentence Writing Test Accuracy (n=14) in 
Raw Counts 
Description Post-test Delayed post-test 
targets negotiated and used correctly  43 58 
targets negotiated and used incorrectly  90 75 
targets not negotiated and used correctly  9 13 
targets not negotiated and used incorrectly  24 20 
 
 
Table 11 
Negotiated and Non-Negotiated Items and Multiple Choice Test Accuracy (n=14) in Raw 
Counts 
Description Post-test Delayed post-test 
targets negotiated and correctly identified  69 82 
targets negotiated and incorrectly identified 64 51 
targets not negotiated and correctly identified 16 22 
targets not negotiated and incorrectly identified 17 11 
 

To further investigate the impact of negotiation of the targets on learning 

outcomes, correlations between amounts of negotiation and the accuracy scores were 

tested. Each of the 16 targets was assigned a negotiation score based on the number of 

times it had been discussed by a learner (or heard in a negotiation with a partner or 

nearby pair). The Pearson product-moment correlation between these figures and the 

numbers of correct answers learners provided for each of the 16 targets on the multiple 

choice post-test was found to be strong and significant (r = 0.84, df = 14, p < 0.0001). 

However, this promising result is compromised by the finding that the correlation 

between negotiation score and numbers of incorrect answers on the multiple-choice 

measures proved to be fairly strong (r = 0.67, df = 14, p = 0.0022). The same pattern of 
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results was found when negotiation scores were correlated with the delayed post-test 

multiple-choice scores and with the post-test and delayed post-test sentence scores. In 

other words, it appears that large amounts of negotiation are strongly and consistently 

associated with large numbers of both correct and incorrect answers on measures of 

target word knowledge. Perhaps negotiation inspired a sense of familiarity and gave the 

students false confidence in their knowledge. Hypothesis 3 that items learners ask about 

will be acquired more deeply was partially confirmed.  

Conclusion. From the findings reported above, it appears that incidental exposure 

to phrasal verbs through eight unique written exposures and oral interaction does lead to 

acquisition. Gains were seen the most in the receptive realms of surface-level self-rated 

recognition and form+meaning recognition, with weaker levels of acquisition shown in 

the productive aspect of using the target to write a sentence. One-word verbs were 

acquired slightly more than phrasal verbs, although this difference was not statistically 

significant. This shows that incidental exposure through reading is effective for both 

kinds of verbs. Surprisingly, oral interaction proved useful to predict both correct and 

incorrect learning, which was hypothesized to stem from false confidence gained by 

using or hearing the word aloud.    
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Chapter 4: Discussion and Limitations 

Discussion 
This study has contributed to the larger body of research on incidental vocabulary 

acquisition and second language vocabulary acquisition through reading by looking at the 

incidental acquisition of one particular type of lexis, the phrasal verb, contrasted to one-

word verbs. At the time of writing, no other vocabulary acquisition study was found 

which contrasted incidental formulaic sequence acquisition with the acquisition of one-

word items through reading (Bishop (2004) used saliency when comparing items, which 

does not create an incidental learning environment). Previous research has shown 

incidental exposure is useful for formulaic sequence acquisition (Schmitt et al., 2004). 

However, except for Bishop (2004), since the previous research did not make 

comparisons between single words and formulaic sequences, the findings reported here 

present new contributions to the area of second language vocabulary acquisition through 

reading.  

As hypothesis 1 proposed, incidental exposure to eight unique contextual 

occurrences in writing and oral follow-up activities did lead to gains in knowledge of 

both phrasal verbs and one-word verbs. This supports previous research findings 

suggesting that eight or more incidental reading exposures (Horst, Cobb, & Meara, 1998) 

are likely to lead to acquisition of new form+meaning associations. T*e(2earner&"(&e2B-

ratings indicated mean knowledge of PVs in the group increased from about three at the 

outset to about five at the post-test. While many studies indicate a decline in knowledge 

over time, this study found the gains were maintained and even approached six (almost 

double the original mean) on the delayed post-test, showing knowledge may have even 

been increasing. A similar pattern was found for the means of the one-word verbs. At the 
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outset, the group means for known items was less than one; this figure doubled at the 

post-test to almost three and the mean rose to almost four on the delayed post-test. The 

gains in learning from the post-test to the delayed post-test, although not statistically 

significant, may be indicative of continued growth; however, these gains may not have 

resulted from the reading treatments and discussion but instead have come from 

discussion of the tests and materials during the studen)&" regular daytime classes.  

While the self-rated tests showed changes in surface recognition, the measures 

that required learners to demonstrate their knowledge (the sentence writing and multiple 

choice measures) indicated learning occurred on deeper levels and helped confirm growth 

was indeed substantial. The uptake levels from this study are much higher in contrast to 

previous research of word learning through reading. As noted in the literature review, 

uptake rates of one tenth of the target words are typical in studies of incidental 

vocabulary acquisition (Waring & Nation, 2004). In this thesis study, learners were able 

to accurately use almost 40 percent of previously unknown words in sentences and 

correctly recognize the meanings of more than half on the multiple choice measure. 

Similar patterns were found for the one-word verbs. All three measures showed the gains 

were maintained over time with a surprising upward trend on the delayed post-test, which 

is opposite to the expected decline in knowledge usually observed. Given the findings of 

earlier studies, the uptake rate of 40 to 50 percent of items is impressive. This suggests 

that the combination of frequent encounters with new words through reading and 

opportunities to negotiate the reading material provide a highly beneficial context for 

vocabulary learning. 
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Hypothesis 2 predicted that the reading treatment would result in unknown one-

word verbs being acquired more deeply than unknown phrasal verbs. It is interesting to 

note that significant gains occurred for both types of verbs on the sentence writing tests 

and that no significant differences between the two types of verbs were found. It was 

previously assumed that knowledge of phrasal verbs would be difficult to acquire but 

these findings tell a different story. The sentence writing task supplied only the verb 

headword of the phrasal verb and required the student to provide, and correctly use, the 

particle in the sentence they wrote. For example, a phrasal verb sentence prompt was VDo 

you always like to be busy? (fritter)”. The student was required to supply the entire 

phrasal verb fritter away in a grammatically correct sentence for full marks. In this 

research, the sentence writing test indicated that eight incidental exposures through 

written text plus oral negotiation may be useful for acquiring single word items as well as 

potentially difficult multi-word formulaic sequences, such as the verb+particle structure 

of phrasal verbs.  

The investigation of research question 2 also showed gains over time for both 

types of verbs on each measure. Learners were better able to make form+meaning 

connections giving rise to more correct answers on the multiple choice tests (as shown in 

Table 6) than the sentence writing tests (Table 5). These positive gains in incremental 

knowledge were expected. As often mentioned in the literature, these results confirm the 

pattern of incremental knowledge gains moving from receptive to productive knowledge 

(Nation, 2001). Incremental knowledge is measured by Paribakht and We&4*e"&(FHPPeI(

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) which measured for incremental knowledge by 

requiring learners to provide a synonym or translation for an item and if possible use the 
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word in a sentence marked for semantic and grammatical accuracy. Tests used in the 

thesis functioned in a similar way. The surface level recognition test, the self-rated test, 

occurred first. The multiple choice test, conducted as the second of the three tests, asked 

learners to choose the correct meaning option for a target word from among six 

distracters. The more difficult sentence writing test, completed last, required productive 

use of grammatical and syntactical knowledge of unknown targets and was marked based 

upon whether the learner has used the item completely correctly or simply demonstrated 

semantic knowledge. For example, the phrasal verb target swill down was marked as 

known by only one student on the self-rated pre-test. After the treatment, most students 

correctly matched swill down to its definition on the multiple choice measure, illustrating 

incremental knowledge gains. However, the sentence writing measure shows that the 

deeper aspects were more difficult for students to acquire. Following are example 

sentences and the grades received: 

Sentence prompt: What do some people do with their favourite drink? (swill) 
Full marks (minor grammatical errors were ignored as per Paribakht and Wesche 
(1993, 1997): 
T*e6"22(&K+22(d3Kn()*e+r(dr+nk@ 
They will swill down quickly. 
 
Half marks: 
Usually people drink their favourite drink but same time they can even swill down 
by it. 
 
Incorrect: 
My son swilled down pizza because he liked it. 
Note: This student has hypothesized, although incorrectly, that swill down can be 
used with food as well as beverages. 
 

As mentioned above, the increase on the delayed post-test scores may have been due to 

continued student discussions of the targets outside the research setting.  
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The effect of possibly increasing the saliency of unknown items through 

negotiation coupled with incidental written exposures of unknown vocabulary was 

investigated in research question 3. The expectation of hypothesis 3 that negotiated items 

would show higher gains than non-negotiated items was borne out by the greater numbers 

of correct answers for negotiated items on the post and delayed test measures. In other 

words, either using an unknown word or overhearing another learner use an unknown 

word increased the likelihood the learner would acquire some level of knowledge of the 

unknown target.  

It is important to point out that in order to maximize reading comprehension each 

text was carefully controlled to ensure that unknown items counted as only five percent 

or less of the total word count per text (Laufer, 1992; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 

2010). The small number of unknown words would have made them particularly salient 

for negotiation of meaning or for silent contemplation. Yet, targets were not frequently 

negotiated with only one negotiation roughly every 12 minutes. Since the material did not 

require use of the targets in order to solve the mystery and no comprehension questions 

had been asked, the amount of negotiations were not as great as they might have been in 

more typical reading-related interactions. Since the number of previously unknown single 

word verbs were negotiated more (78 times) than PVs (55 times), it seems the potentially 

more difficult phrasal verb may have resulted in some oral use avoidance (Dagut & 

Laufer, 1985; Hulstijn & Marchena, 1989; Laufer & Eliasson, 1993) while learners were 

more comfortable testing hypotheses with new one-word verbs. When known targets 

were included in the analyses, the two target types were used almost equally (PVs 89 

times, single word verbs 88 times).  
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Surprisingly, testing of the correlation between amounts of negotiation and 

acquisition also revealed classroom interaction can predict both accurate and inaccurate 

knowledge. More negotiation did not always lead to more accurate acquisition and a lack 

of instructed feedback forced students to rely on their own accumulated knowledge, 

hypotheses, or the knowledge offered by their peers. During a think-aloud protocol while 

writing a short text, Swain and Lapkin (1995) also found that young immersion students 

&3Ne)+Ne&(/enera)ed(V+n43rre4)(*6#3)*e&e&(and(+na##r3#r+a)e(/eneralizations, suggesting 

that relevant feedback could play a crucial role in advancing their second language 

2earn+n/”(F#@(ZQ[I@(Incorrect answers were as plentiful as correct answers on the sentence 

writing measure although unfortunately, the tests were not sensitive enough to measure 

why this was so. It is possible to say that both correct and incorrect learning can be 

predicted by negotiation; perhaps the incorrect knowledge may result from negotiation 

leading to false confidence. This possibility is discussed in more detail in the next 

chapter.  

Negotiation does show usefulness by increasing the number of incidental 

exposures learners get to the vocabulary. As outlined in the literature review, negotiation 

increases the minimum number of eight encounters research has suggested are necessary 

for learning. Increased exposures can lead to deeper learning. In this study, negotiation of 

unknown items did lead to gains in knowledge as evidenced by correct answers even 

though lack of learning evidenced by the incorrect answers for negotiated items also 

occurred. 

Finally, it is interesting to note )*a)(2earner&"(#r3Be&&+3n&(43N1+ned(K+)*(jn/2+&*(

proficiency may have aided in ability to solve the mystery story. Two of the low-
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advanced learners who had previously worked as lawyers were particularly skilful at 

solving the mysteries. These two learners were good sports by allowing other students the 

opportunity to put forward their guesses of the solution before offering their own. 

The next section will deal with limitations that were identified in this study. 

Limitations 
Three main areas are addressed in the discussion of limitations identified in this 

study: the context of the study, testing formats used, and the design of the materials.  

Turning first to the research context, the students were drawn from a collection of 

daytime LINC classes occurring at the same centre. It was not possible to use a truly 

random sample of students and the students who answered the call for participants were 

accepted as an intact class. Although it is recognized as a limitation, it was necessary to 

accept the group in its entirety in order to have the largest possible sample size of 

participants.   

The learner levels had been previously assessed by the LINC centre which placed 

the students between low-intermediate and low-advanced. Only two of the 16 students 

were in the low-advanced group. It was also observed by the researcher, an experienced 

ESL teacher, that two low-intermediate students were much weaker than others and 

seemed to border on high-beginner. The range in abilities was confirmed by performance 

on the Vocabulary Levels Test which showed a range of scores on the 2,000 level words 

from 18 to 30 (out of 30 marks) on the receptive measure and seven to 17 (out of 30 

marks) on the productive measure. This disparity in level was unavoidable although the 

rest of the 14 participants appeared to be at the level reported by the LINC Centre. As 

often happens in classroom research, attrition of participants occurred. Originally 17 
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participants came for the class but one did not return for unascertainable reasons. Two of 

the remaining 16 participants had to be removed from the statistical analyses as they 

missed either the post- or delayed post-test due to unavoidable commitments which 

conflicted with the class time. It is recognized that 14 participants is a small sample size 

and accordingly, it is important results not be extrapolated onto the larger body of ESL 

learners until further research duplicating this study is carried out to confirm the 

statistical findings are consistent with larger numbers of participants. 

No comparison group was included in this study, which is another recognized 

limitation. A comparison group of students who had not received exposure to the targets 

was not included since this type of comparison would not have shown the effectiveness 

of the treatment; the literature previously reviewed indicates incidental learning does 

occur and this study was not measuring if incidental learning occurs or not, but rather 

how to better use incidental learning in the classroom. A control group of students who 

did not receive treatment would only measure their existing knowledge from general 

exposure plus any previous non-measured instruction, which is not useful in showing 

gains when compared to a group that did receive treatment which was measured, as in 

this study. However, a comparison group would have shown if any test effects occurred 

between the post- and delayed post-tests. That is, it would have been possible to identify 

whether having the two post-tests only a week apart led to any learning that can be 

ascribed to the tests themselves, rather than to the experimental treatment. Any gains 

showed by the control group would indicate that gains made by the experimental group 

are explained at least in part by seeing the words (and their definitions) repeatedly on the 

two post-tests. A second comparison treatment group was indeed originally planned but 
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the idea was discarded. The second treatment group would have received the same 

reading treatment but instead of orally discussing the mystery solution would have been 

required to write three possible solutions to the mystery story. It was decided to drop this 

comparison group since students may have found the task too difficult and potentially 

boring, possibly resulting in a high attrition rate. As it was, the participants of this study 

who discussed the solution with a partner still found solving the mystery challenging. In 

addition, if the students were drawn from the same small Centre, the groups may have 

discussed what they were doing in the research class and the silent writing group may 

have been discouraged by the lack of discussion time, again possibly leading to attrition.  

A second issue related to the context of the study is the possibility of learning that 

occurred outside the reading class. Lne(3B()*e(&)$den)&"(da6)+Ne()ea4*er&(3B)en(e=#re&&ed(

to the researcher how much the students were enjoying the experimental class. This 

indicates the students were discussing the class, and potentially the material, during the 

regular daytime class, which would have resulted in uncontrolled and uncounted 

incidental exposures to the target words. The delayed post-tests showed a continued 

increase in correct answers which may have been due to discussions during the one-week 

lapse between the post-test and delayed post-test. While it was impossible to control such 

exposure, if the discussions occurring outside the experimental class focused on the test 

items (even though randomly ordered and with an effort to disguise them across the 

tests), the targets would have become more salient; if these discussions did indeed occur, 

it does lend weight to the benefits of oral interaction on salient items. If such discussions 

made the items more salient resulting in an increase in delayed post-test scores, this 

echoes Bishop (2004) where salient hypertexted formulaic sequences were looked up 
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more than non-salient items resulting in higher reading comprehension scores. 

Unfortunately it is impossible to query students as to whether discussion happened in the 

intervening week between the post-test measures in this study since students have moved 

on from the LINC Centre. 

The next area of limitations deals with testing issues. It was impossible to judge 

whether items learners marked YES on the self-rated pre-test were actually known or 

were just mistaken for another phrasal verb they knew. For example, some students may 

have mistaken pack in for pack up since the latter was often used during the post-test 

sentence writing. Three phrasal verbs, draw up, spell out, and pack in, were marked YES 

by ¾ of the learners on the pre-test self-rated test and subsequently removed from the 

data used to answer Research Question 2, but it is possible that students did not know 

these items as well as they assumed. The productive post-measures that required 

demonstration of knowledge by recognizing correct definitions or producing accurate 

sentences (or both) were important for determining whether the surface recognition 

measured by the self-rated test was real or not. The pilot study had administered the 

productive tests during pre-testing but this was not duplicated in the thesis study as pilot 

study participants found the pre-test productive measures very taxing. Using the VKS 

where participants provide a definition and sentence if known would be a satisfactory 

way to measure knowledge before treatment and possibly avoid the issue of incorrect 

assumptions of knowledge by learners on the self-rated pre-test. 

The multiple choice test showed the learners had knowledge of  the correct 

form+meaning connections for words that they were not able to use well on the sentence 

writing test requiring deeper knowledge. Thus this less demanding recognition test was 
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useful in delineating stages of growth along the recognition-production continuum. 

However, guesswork may have also contributed to the higher scores on this measure. So, 

although the sentence writing scores were lower, they may be more accurate 

representations of knowledge gains by showing not only meaning comprehension but a 

grasp of the deeper syntactical and grammatical aspects of newly acquired lexical items, 

including the formulaic structure of the phrasal verbs.  

The format of the sentence writing test presented two testing issues. For this test, 

depth of knowledge was judged by the correctness of a sentence learners wrote to answer 

a prompting question with a given verb, for example, for the PV fritter away students 

were given Do you always like to be busy? (fritter). The first issue is that word 

knowledge between the targets was not tested equally. Learners were required to provide 

the associated PV particle as well as use it in a grammatically and semantically correct 

sentenceC(K*+4*(Ka&n")(reA$+red(B3r()*e(3ne-word target. The only way to avoid this 

difference would be to provide the whole PV. This is an option but data relating to how 

the PV is acquired, i.e. in stages or holistically, would be lost. The second issue relates to 

the information provided by the questions. For students with partially developed 

knowledge, providing the correct target beside the question may have helped consolidate 

their knowledge further since the question prompts unavoidably pointed to the definition 

of the target being tested. Other models were considered, such as grouping the targets at 

the top of the page with the question prompts below and instructions to use one word 

from the top of the page per question. Another option was providing a list of the targets 

without question prompts but this was decided against as students may have found it too 

difficult leading to increased testing time and frustration. The format used was decided 
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upon since a student who does not know the meaning of the word will still not be able to 

use it correctly in a sentence, as seen in the results such as the student answer for salt 

away, The best place to keep money is salting. In hindsight, the model with the words 

grouped at the top of the page appears to be better as it does not so easily link the target 

with the question prompt. 

:)(+&(n3)(#3&&+12e()3(#red+4)(Br3N()*+&(da)a(*3K(a(2earner"&(+n43rre4)(kn3K2ed/e(

would change given more exposures, whether incidental or intentional and whether in 

written or oral form.  

Another limitation of the measures was the small number of questions on the 

multiple choice and sentence writing tests with 10 and 16 questions respectively. The 

self-rated test had 200 test items including distracters; however, the ease of this test 

countered the large number of questions as students simply had to check if they knew, 

)*3$/*)()*e6(kneKC(3r(d+dn")(kn3K(a(K3rd@(O&(d+&43?ered(d$r+n/()*e(#+23)(&)$d6C()*e(

multiple choice item+definition match and sentence writing tasks were challenging for 

students. The pilot study showed including distracter questions would have helped mask 

the target questions better although this would have probably made the tests too long to 

complete within the space of a class. As it was, the three tests took most students about 

an hour to complete.  

Furthermore, the assumption that a week delay between the post- and delayed 

post-test would be enough for students to forget which questions were asked on the post-

test was proved questionable. Discussion with students at the end of the delayed post-test 

measure revealed that a few students had indeed discerned the target vocabulary from the 

re-ordered but repeated questions used again on the sentence writing delayed post-test. 
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This may have accounted somewhat for the maintenance and improvement of test scores 

on the delayed post-test. In order to avoid this limitation, future studies need to ensure 

that different question wordings are used for each target item on each test type over 

different test times. 

The sentence writing tests were graded by two independent and experienced ESL 

teachers. Interrater reliability was 80%. More time for consultation between raters might 

have improved this reliability rating but was not available.  

It is also recognized that testing a small number of words has associated 

limitations. The gains reported above appear very impressive, namely students were able 

to use about 40 percent of unknown items correctly in sentences and correctly match 

about 50 percent of items to a definition. However, this directly translates into a gain of 

only a few words which may not appear as impressive considering the thousands of 

words necessary for a proficient language user to learn. A gain of 50 percent meant a gain 

of only four words since there were a total of eight of each type of lexis. Using only eight 

PVs and eight one-word verbs was necessary due to the short length of the reading texts 

used in the treatment. The one-page mystery stories were chosen since a mystery gave 

learners a holistic goal for reading, beyond lexical comprehension, and previous 

unrelated teaching experience had shown longer mystery stories would have resulted in 

completing only one story per class instead of the two in the study reported here. Another 

limitation was the necessity of having the unknown target words represent only five 

percent or less of the 367 average total words used per story in order to ensure the texts 

were easily comprehendible (Laufer, 1992; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010). 

Having unknown items make up only two percent of the total words would have been 
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even more desirable (Nation, 2006; Schmitt et al., 2007; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 

2010) but this would have meant an even smaller number of target items or longer texts, 

both of which were not feasible for reasons mentioned above. 

The last overall set of limitations to discuss relates to the various alterations of the 

original material used to create the treatment texts. First, in order to add the target 

vocabulary to each of the eight treatment stories it was necessary to build in sentences 

containing the targets. However, these changes lessened the true authenticity of reading a 

natural English text. The alterations were unavoidable since most targets did not naturally 

occur in the texts. It is interesting to note that the three PVs, draw up, spell out, and pack 

in, which were identified as known on the self-rated pre-test by ¾ of the learners, were 

the only three targets which originally occurred in the texts and were used as targets.  

Secondly, the recycling of each of the targets eight times through the texts also 

created an unnatural reading situation. Natural English texts do not tend to use the same 

set of vocabulary repeatedly over a number of texts or through the same text, unless there 

is a theme requiring this such as a series of related newspaper stories or the chapters in a 

novel. This recycling may have made the texts sound somewhat contrived.  

Finally, since the intended readers were learners of English it was decided to 

grade the language in the texts in order to make them as accessible as possible. Grading 

took place on the sentence and word level. Sentence level changes consisted of building 

in story telling techniques such as signaling setting changes and adding speaker 

identification for the ease of ESL readers. Word level changes consisted of 

simplifications of words that were not among the 2,000 most frequent words in English 

as identified by the lexical profiling of each story with the BNC lists available on 
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www.lextutor.ca. Most words over the 2,000 most frequent were changed but in cases 

where words that were outside the 2,000 most frequent could not be easily substituted, 

appositive statements were required. Although every attempt was made to keep such 

changes to a minimum, the treatment stories cannot be called trul6(!a$)*en)+4"(and()*e(

2a1e2(!/raded()e=)"(K3$2d(1e(N3re(a##r3#r+a)e@(However, students did not remark about 

any text idiosyncrasies to the teacher or to each other as audible on the recordings. The 

students told the teacher they enjoyed reading the stories, although the mysteries were 

challenging to solve. Perhaps the overall learning goal of solving the mystery 

successfully diverted some attention away from the repetitive vocabulary. 

Having discussed the findings in terms of their strengths and weaknesses, I now 

turn to the discussion of the implications for research and language pedagogy.   

http://www.lextutor.ca/
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Chapter 5: Implications for Research and Teaching 

Implications for Research 
!

There are several areas where further research could address either limitations of 

this study or use the findings of this study as a jumping off point for different research.  

First of all, running this study again using not only more participants to validate 

the findings but also with comparison groups is needed. Comparing two groups, one who 

discussed the solutions as in this study and one who silently write possible solutions, 

would give fascinating insight into the effect of negotiation on vocabulary acquisition. 

Unfortunately, in either case it is impossible to determine how many times learners are 

incidentally exposed to the written targets during the time allotted for solving the mystery 

unless eye measurement equipment is employed.  

The possibility of using eye measurement equipment to count how many times 

learners look at certain words in the text would be an interesting study in and of itself. If 

a group of learners doing the writing treatment, with no negotiation to solve the mystery, 

were measured in such a way, it may shed light on how many times unknown phrasal 

verbs are read and re-read in the text in comparison with unknown one-word items. The 

eye movement counts and post-treatment measures would illustrate how effective the 

mystery story task is for vocabulary acquisition of formulaic sequences as a 

representation of presenting incidental vocabulary learning opportunities through reading 

activities without intentional learning aims.  

The eight incidental exposures measured in the investigation of research question 

1 were chosen as a baseline figure from previous research (Horst, Cobb, & Meara, 1998) 

as a minimum number of incidental exposures for acquisition to occur. The literature 
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review referenced the ongoing discussion as to what is the optimal number of incidental 

exposures for acquisition to occur (Waring & Nation, 2004); by contrast the minimum 

threshold of known words in a text is generally agreed upon at 98% (Nation, 2006; 

Schmitt et al., March, 2008). The lengths of the texts used in this study necessitated 

having closer to five percent of unknown words in the text (Laufer, 1992; Laufer & 

Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010). An improvement on this study would be to use the same 

eight incidental exposures with longer texts in order to better mask the target vocabulary. 

Using longer texts would require more reading and discussion time at each stage of the 

experiment. Since the experimental treatment occurred across four sequential classes, it is 

possible the recycling of the same vocabulary in the short texts helped learners to, 

consciously or subconsciously, notice the targets. Longer texts would help circumvent 

this possibility. 

Since the structure of this experiment showed gains in vocabulary acquisition at a 

rate of eight unique incidental textual exposures plus negotiation, it would be interesting 

to restructure the experiment to increase the exposure rate to possibly 18 following 

findings suggested by Waring and Takaki (2003). This could be done by using more 

individual texts of a longer length over a longer experimental period. One semester or 

more with an intact reading class would be an ideal timeframe for such an undertaking.  

Although the finding that PVs and one-word verbs were not acquired 

differentially as expected but instead exhibited relatively similar gains (research question 

2) appears to be good news; it is probably premature to conclude that all formulaic 

sequences are acquired as easily as one-word items. This is an interesting area for further 

study. Perhaps the question should be investigated in an experiment that mixes the 
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grammatical categories of formulaic sequences and one-word items being compared. 

Since phrasal verbs and one-word verbs belong to the word class, this may explain the 

almost equal levels of acquisition; further research is needed comparing different lexical 

items, such as a one-word verb and a relative pronoun formulaic sequence like in the 

meantime.  

Learner responses on the sentence task point to an interesting avenue for future 

research. On answers scored 0, an incorrect particle was often supplied by weaker and 

stronger students alike showing the possible beginning of a learning process that starts 

with associating the correct meaning for the main verb. For example, with the phrasal 

verb swill down a(&)$den)(Kr3)e(VT*e6(&K+22(+)(3$)@”(Perhaps the ability to supply the 

particle develops later. This indicates a possible area where future research can 

investigate whether phrasal verbs are acquired in stages or as a complete unit. If they are 

acquired in stages it would be interesting to examine the speed at which learners move 

through the stages or if factors like the particle itself, out versus in for example, play a 

part or, in addition, the possible impact of the verb headword itself as high- or low-

frequency, for example the low-frequency swill (BNC 14,000 word frequency) versus the 

more common pack (BNC 1,000 word frequency). 

With the one-word verbs students sometimes provided an extraneous preposition 

abutting the verb in their sentence. Many students unexpectedly provided the particle out 

when using the one-word verb pelt as if mistaking it for a phrasal verb. It is unclear why 

this occurred and it is an interesting area to look into how the number of phrasal verbs in 

a()e=)(43$2d(+nB2$en4e(2earner&"(a4A$+&+)+3n(3B()*e(3ne-word verb forms. 
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As seen in the investigation of research question 3, negotiation does show its 

usefulness by increasing the number of incidental exposures learners get to the 

vocabulary. Higher numbers of correct answers were found for the negotiated one-word 

verbs on both the multiple choice and sentence writing measures. That is, although gains 

in surface level recognition appear to be equal (as outlined in the findings reported for 

research question 1), form+meaning and grammatical and syntactical knowledge seemed 

to be more easily acquired for the one-word items as opposed to the potentially more 

difficult opaque, non-literal phrasal verbs. Thus the added exposures that learners 

received in the negotiation appear to have benefitted acquisition of the less complex 

forms. Further research on the interaction of incidental written exposure and targeted 

discussions using the incidentally exposed vocabulary is needed to help further illuminate 

the impact on vocabulary acquisition of different discussion formats which require target 

item use, such as the story retelling in Joe (1998) versus comprehension questions 

pointing at target words in the text. In the reported study only one question was asked at 

the end of each story, relating to how the mystery was solved by the detective character 

or who was the perpetrator, which students used for an unstructured discussion; perhaps 

using more structured discussion questions or comprehension questions would have 

resulted in greater gains.  

The phrasal verbs in this study were not acquired evenly across the board which 

opens up the question of why?  Some target phrasal verbs, like swill down appeared very 

difficult for students to acquire, as indicated by the number of incorrect answers, while 

others, like suss out, were not. One possibility is that some written contexts were more 

conducive to understanding a phrasal verb, regardless of the fact that each target was 
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presented at least once with an appositive explanatory phrase that offered a definition. A 

more detailed analysis of the helpfulness of semantic contexts as well as the syntactic 

presentation of the targets in the mystery stories is needed to help shed light on this. It is 

interesting that only three phrasal verbs out of the original 16 target items were marked as 

known on the self-rated pre-test. The phrasal verbs were carefully chosen to not be listed 

in the top 100 phrasal verbs in the BNC (Gardner & Davies, 2007) and as opaque, non-

literal phrasal verbs; yet, three of these items were marked as known, which was borne 

out by the numbers of correct form+meaning matches for these items on the multiple 

choice test. However, none of the one-word verbs chosen from the 9,000 frequency level 

of English were recognized, showing that words at this level were sufficiently infrequent 

for intermediate to low-advanced learners to not have already known them. Ideally, a 

better way of identifying infrequent phrasal verbs would have been useful; thus, the thesis 

&)$d6(&$##3r)&(dardner(and(Ea?+e&"(F7^^eI(4a22(B3r(43r#$&(re&ear4*(ar3$nd()*e(BreA$en46(

levels of phrasal verbs in the English language. Without more detailed corpus analysis it 

is impossible to predict if the phrasal verbs recognized in this thesis study belong to a 

more frequent lexical range than the one-word items or if another factor was at play. 

L)*er()*an(dardner(and(Ea?+e&"(F7^^eI(2+&)(of the 100 most frequent phrasal verbs, 

teachers must cherry-pick phrasal verbs by intuition from resources like dictionaries or 

trust material writers to use reliable methods used for choosing the phrasal verbs used in 

textbooks. In addition to delineating frequency levels of phrasal verbs, another 

segmentation could be done for different varieties of English such as American, British or 

Australian, in order to see if phrasal verbs are used as frequently among them as well as 

which phrasal verbs are used. This is an exciting area for future corpus research. 
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Implications for Instruction 
!

The investigation of research question 1 gave insight into the numbers of 

exposure needed for incidental acquisition of both one-word and phrasal verbs to occur. 

Eight text exposures plus opportunities for oral interaction appear to be useful. The time 

consuming process required to build in the eight incidental textual exposures used in this 

study is not feasible to expect teachers to undertake. The reported gains were small 

compared to the amount of effort required to make the material. Also, maintaining the 

98% known word threshold entails that only a few unknown words can be presented per 

page. This means that many pages of text would be required for a medium sized 

vocabulary list of 15 items to be incidentally encountered eight repeated times in unique 

contexts. It is also important to remember that all of the words were not learned. Since 

about 50% of the meanings were acquired in this study and about 40% of targets were 

acquired with productive level knowledge, is it justifiable to take the potentially large 

amount of time required to build targets into texts for a gain of only a few words? 

Probably not. Teachers can and do build vocabulary into texts and may also use other 

strategies for recycling words, but it is not realistic to expect them to engage in extensive 

text modifications for all the vocabulary they wish to teach considering teachers also 

have a number of other duties to attend to for their classes. 

Using several texts revolving around the same theme may help ensure the same 

vocabulary is met while reading since it is likely the same semantic set is used to discuss 

the topic. Theme-based reading is also more likely to contain open theme-based semantic 

sets, which are more readily learned than closed semantic sets (Waring, 1997). This 
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technique is useful for both teachers and students. An easily accessible example is 

reading follow-up stories to newspaper articles.  

Textbook materials are often designed around a core set of vocabulary that is 

1a&ed($#3n(a($n+)"&()*eNe@(:n()*+&(4a&e(+)(K3$2d(1e(#3&&+12e(B3r()*e(Na)er+a2(de?e23#er()3(

ensure the core set of vocabulary is recycled at least eight times in unique contexts 

throughout each unit and preferably throughout the entire text. While lower-level texts 

often have shorter units, it would still be possible to have the same words appear in later 

units as part of the unit body or in review materials. Since students may or may not use 

the review material, it is advisable to ensure recycling of vocabulary occurs in the main 

content of each unit. The literature review outlined how graded readers recycle 

vocabulary among levels (Nation & Wang, 1999). With careful planning, such a system 

could be implemented within a textbook series.  

 The assumption that phrasal verbs are very difficult to acquire was negated by the 

surprising finding that gains for PVs and single word verbs were almost equal (research 

question 2). This assumption has led to the creation of courses and materials specifically 

geared towards learning PVs. If PVs are not as difficult to learn as assumed, are such 

courses and materials necessary? Is it possible for teachers to simply include a selection 

of the 100 most frequent PVs identified by Gardner and Davies (2007), which learners 

can be exposed to using incidental and instructed means? Since these 100 PVs make up 

half of the PV occurrences in the BNC, teachers, learners and material writers can 

confidently use this list as a benchmark for selecting items to teach or learn until further 

corpus analysis is done to provide frequency lists of English PVs. Pedagogically, the 

finding that PVs were acquired through reading plus oral negotiation at almost the same 
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rate as the single word verbs suggests that teachers can use the same methods for 

teaching PVs as other vocabulary items.  

The usefulness of negotiation for vocabulary acquisition (outlined in the findings 

for research question 3) helps teachers who want to include such common communicative 

activities with the aim of aiding or focusing on vocabulary acquisition. For teachers using 

general negotiation tasks, planning an activity to include new or previously met target 

?34a1$2ar6(+&(a($&eB$2(Ka6()3(+n4rea&e(2earner&"(e=#3&$re(K*+2e(n3)(*a?+n/(?34a1$2ar6(a&(

the focus of the activity. The potential incorrect learning from negotiation does present a 

caution sign for teachers. Clearly, they should to ensure that their learners have correctly 

matched the form+meaning before, after or during such exercises. In order to help 

determine that learners have correctly understood the words focused on through 

negotiation, teachers can employ techniques such as a quick review game of matching 

items and definitions or simply supplying a definition for a given item. Learners could 

also be required to add assigned words to a word journal which would later be checked 

by the teacher. If the material provides a definition, the teacher could directly ask 

students to find this in the text as part of a written or oral comprehension task.  

 In summary, this chapter has presented a number of possible avenues for future 

research as well as practical classroom applications. Some ideas suggested for future 

research included possible replications of this study by using longer texts over a greater 

time span and the comparison of different grammatical types of FSs. Investigating 

whether PVs are acquired in stages is also possible as is expanding the PV corpus started 

by Gardner and Davies (2007) to include more delineations of English PV frequency. 

Pedagogical recommendations include recycling vocabulary to increase learner 
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encounters. Caution was given to teachers when discussions are used as part of classroom 

exercises for vocabulary learning, whether the vocabulary exposure is intended or 

incidental. Ensuring students have made the correct form+meaning match is necessary as 

inaccurate learning can result from negotiation of vocabulary items. The discussion will 

now turn to concluding comments in the next section. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
!

This thesis study compared the incidental acquisition through reading of phrasal 

verbs, a type of formulaic sequence, with one-word verbs, thereby extending previous 

research which has only included phrasal verbs as part of a mixed lexical set. It also 

provided new insights comparing the acquisition of multi-word formulaic sequences to 

one-word items. The narrowly focused list of verbs used in this study has helped to shed 

some light on whether items within the same lexical class, although of different form, are 

equally acquired by the same instructional treatment. The findings reported above show 

that one-word verbs and phrasal verbs were acquired almost equally with an exposure 

rate of eight unique occurrences in the written texts coupled with negotiation. Thus, 

phrasal verbs appear to be more easily acquired than previously thought. Considering the 

difficulties many students attach to learning phrasal verbs mentioned in the introduction, 

it is surprising to discover phrasal verbs were almost as easily acquired as one-word verbs 

in this study. This relative ease of acquisition is positive news for learners, however. It 

was expected that negotiation would assist acquisition, and this was indeed found, but the 

finding that negotiation could also predict inaccurate learning was unexpected; this is 

useful for classroom design techniques to help ensure learners have indeed acquired the 

correct meaning.  

Several possible areas for future research, for example expanding this study to 

include more participants over a longer period of time and continuing with corpus 

research to determine frequency levels of phrasal verbs in English, were identified. 

Overall, until this study can be repeated with a larger sample of students the findings 

need to be treated with caution. However, it is exciting that phrasal verbs may be more 
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accessible than previously thought. Also, it is encouraging to find tentative evidence that 

coupling techniques such as incidental exposure through reading with negotiation may 

lead to significant gains of form+meaning learning as well as acquisition of deeper 

syntactic and grammatical knowledge. ! !
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Appendix A 

Nine levels of word knowledge (Nation, 2001) 
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Appendix B 
 

SELF-RATED VOCABULARY TEST 
 

NAME: ______________________________ 
DATE:___________________________ 
 

DIRECTIONS: For each word, please check ( )  YES if you know the word and the 
meaning, NOT SURE if you might know the word and the meaning, or NO if you do not know 
the word. 
   E.g.  happiness  _ __ YES   ___NOT SURE   ___NO 
 

1. pipe 

2. dump 

3. seek 

4. fail 

5. wakeful 

6. hold out 

7. guard 

8. fuel 

9. object 

10. draw up 

11. demonstrator 

12. extremely 

13. huge 

14. net 

15. persuasive 

16. landlord 

17. generated 

18. handle 

19. set off 

___YES ___NOT SURE __NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

20. calm 

21. iron 

22. update 

23. bring in 

24. plug 

25. lift 

26. smelly 

27. racetrack 

28. grade 

29. give up 

30. hunger 

31. split 

32. pelt 

33. warn 

34. dance 

35. queenly 

36. occupied 

37. turn out 

38. valid 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 
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39. thick 

40. acid 

41. look around 

42. put down 

43. maintain 

44. theory 

45. mill 

46. metallic 

47. get back 

48. float 

49. get up 

50. spell out 

51. vary 

52. weird 

53. owe 

54. come back 

55. suss out 

56. look up 

57. revise 

58. impact 

59. set out 

60. get out 

61. lengthy 

62. combine 

63. honour 

64. temperature 

65. planter 

66. turn up 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

67. nab 

68. narrow 

69. move on 

70. ultimate 

71. advise 

72. juicy 

73. hold up 

74. set up 

75. come out 

76. break down 

77. dozen 

78. salt away 

79. observe 

80. carry out 

81. witness 

82. icily 

83. appealing 

84. forgiven 

85. give in 

86. take on 

87. buck up 

88. ordinary 

89. refusal 

90. hide 

91. jointed 

92. justice 

93. feature 

94. harm 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 
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95. withdrawal 

96. bring up 

97. wisdom 

98. jacket 

99. bang 

100. go back 

101. holy 

102. pack in 

103. sit back 

104. establish 

105. tune 

106. take up 

107. bicker 

108. justify 

109. scared 

110. swill down 

111. yard 

112. kick 

113. neighbour 

114. invite 

115. qualify 

116. variably 

117. lumpy 

118. come up 

119. locate 

120. sit down 

121. tidy 

122. mortgage 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

123. roof 

124. taste 

125. nerve 

126. put up 

127. madden 

128. joke 

129. find out 

130. element 

131. flaunt 

132. bring back 

133. offence 

134. annoyed 

135. mucky 

136. go out 

137. yellow 

138. nonseasonal 

139. voice 

140. behaviour 

141. knee 

142. work out 

143. injured 

144. decent 

145. go down 

146. patch 

147. piglet 

148. keenest 

149. surface 

150. fleck 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 
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151. boil 

152. rich 

153. ignorance 

154. hilly 

155. upset 

156. enable 

157. react 

158. flinch 

159. method 

160. guilty 

161. citizen 

162. padded 

163. monitor 

164. typical 

165. chiefly 

166. rocky 

167. fancy 

168. take over 

169. make out 

170. stifle 

171. reflective 

172. verse 

173. stylish 

174. gap 

175. pick up 

176. crack 

177. tank 

178. bakery 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

179. youthfully 

180. scrawl 

181. make up 

182. stone 

183. fritter away 

184. lend 

185. edge 

186. carry on 

187. sack 

188. psychologically 

189. victim 

190. eventful 

191. boniest 

192. move in 

193. bitten 

194. dirty 

195. grab 

196. abuser 

197. break up 

198. point out 

199. analyse 

200. quotation 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 

___YES ___NOT SURE ___NO 
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Appendix C 

NOTE: The original test was in Landscape page layout but has been adapted to Portrait 
layout for inclusion in the appendices. 

NOTE: The question sheet below includes the answers. 

 

DIRECTIONS:  Match the items on the left with the meanings on the right.    

Here is an example: 

1. agree with 
2. dictionary ___say something, mention a new thing 
3. bring up ___a book with words and meanings 
4. stereo  ___find out where something comes from 
5. be born with 
6. trace back to 

You answer it in the following way: 

1. agree with 
2. dictionary _3__say something, mention a new thing 
3. bring up _2__a book with words and meanings 
4. stereo  _6__find out where something comes from 
5. be born with 
6. trace back to 

You do not have to find a meaning for every word. In the example above, the words agree with, 
stereo, be born with do not have a meaning. 

Try to do every part of the test.  Good luck! 
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#1 1. turn around 
2. pelt 
3. move up 
4. access 
5. hire 
6. fritter away 

_5__give 
someone a 
job/work 
_2__fall or hit 
with very heavily 
_6__waste a 
resource (e.g. 
money) by 
spending it in a 
foolish way  
 

 #6 1. pat 
2. flinch 
3. swill down 
4. gather 
5. give in 
6. move back 

 
_3__drink fast 
_4__bring many things 
together 
_2__make a slight 
move backwards 
because of                  
something frightening 
 

#2 1. stifle 
2. give back 
3. salt away 
4. manufacture 
5. set down 
6. wrap 

 
_3__save money 
_2__return 
something  
_1__stop 
something from 
happening 

 #7 1. set about 
2. distribute 
3. turn off 
4. fleck 
5. spell out 
6. volunteer 

_4__a tiny mark on 
something 
_5__explain in detail 
or in a very clear way 
_1__start doing 
something in a 
purposeful way 
 

#3 1. draw up 
2. grow up 
3. bicker 
4. obtain 
5. survive 
6. take in 

_4__get 
something 
_1__prepare a 
document 
_3__fight about 
unimportant 
things 

 #8 1. buck up 
2. lack 
3. flaunt 
4. come 

about 
5. unwrap 
6. put off 

_6__delay an event 
_1__make a person 
feel more cheerful 
_3__show something 
you are proud of so 
other people will 
admire it 
 

#4 1. chase 
2. come off 
3. give out 
4. justify 
5. pack in 
6. scrawl 

 
_6__write in an 
untidy and 
careless way 
_4__give or be a 
good reason for 
something 
_5__stop having 
a romantic 
relationship with 
someone 
 

 #9 1. forgive 
2. initiate 
3. hold back 
4. quote 
5. pick out 
6. turn over 

 
_2__start an activity 
_4__say the cost of 
something 
_5__choose something 
from a group 

#5 1. escape 
2. suss out 
3. break off 
4. tour 
5. nab 
6. get through 

 
_2__solve a 
puzzle 
_5__arrest, seize 
or grab  
_3__separate part 
of something by 
force 
 
 

 #10 1. sit up 
2. bring 

down 
3. nurse 
4. rob 
5. bend 
6. come 

round 

 
_1__move into an 
upright sitting position 
_3__take care of 
someone who is sick 
or injured 
_4__take something 
from a person or place 
illegally 
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Appendix D 

DIR E C T I O NS:  
Give your own opinion.  Answer using the word in brackets ( ).  
W rite a complete sentence. 
 
Example: What is the next step after making a plan? (carry) 
           Answer: I need to carry out the plan. 
  

1. If you suddenly see something scary or frightening, what do you do? (flinch) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

2. Do you know anyone who ended a relationship after a long time?  (pack) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

3. Where is the best place to keep money? (salt) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

4. What month does it rain the hardest? (pelt) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

5. If the class is taking a test and suddenly you need to laugh out loud, what do you do? 
(stifle) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

6. What are police detectives good at? (suss) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

7. What does a lawyer do?  (draw) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

8. Do you always like to be busy? (fritter) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
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9. How would people describe your handwriting? (scrawl) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

10. Briefly describe your relationship with your best friend. (bicker) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 

11. What do some people do with their favourite drink? (swill) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 

12. Your friend calls you and is upset, what do you do? (buck) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

13. What would you do if you won two million dollars? (flaunt) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

14. What do police officers want to do with criminals? (nab) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 

15. When your father or mother was fifty-five years old, what colour was his/her hair? 
(fleck) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 

16. Do you need a recipe when you cook food? (spell) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ 


